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P reface t o t he Th i rd E d i t i o n

The Faculty of General Dental Practice (UK) has a commitment to improving
the standards of patient care through the provision of standards publications and
guidelines. Standards and guidelines are simply tools which a practitioner may use
to improve treatment planning and care outcomes.
Since the second edition was published in 2004, new evidence and research
findings have been published. There is now far wider use of digital radiography in
dental practices, and cone beam computed tomography has progressed significantly.
In particular, since the previous edition the European Commission has published
three new relevant sets of guidelines: Radiation Protection 136. European Guidelines
on Radiation Protection in Dental Radiology, Radiation Protection 162. Criteria for
Acceptability of Medical Radiological Equipment used in Diagnostic Radiology, Nuclear
Medicine and Radiotherapy and Radiation Protection 172. Cone Beam CT for Dental
and Maxillofacial Radiology: Evidence Based Guidelines.†
Another development since 2004 is the addition of dental radiography to the
General Dental Council’s core topics for continuing professional development for
all registrants (both dentists and dental care professionals).
The guidelines in this publication are based on the best available evidence.
However, in a number of areas the level of the evidence is still poor and based on
expert opinion. On occasion, there is therefore no one imaging strategy that can be
supported with good-quality evidence, and expert opinion differs. This constraint
is described further in the introduction that follows this preface.
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However, the editors wish to stress that while the contents of this publication are
based on the best available scientific knowledge, they set out guidelines for what
is currently accepted as good practice and, as such, should not be considered to
be prescriptive in all clinical circumstances.
Keith Horner and Kenneth Eaton

This edition of Selection Criteria for Dental Radiography was updated in January

†

2018 to account for the introduction of the Ionising Radiations Regulations 2017
and the Ionising Radiation (Medical Exposure) Regulations 2017.
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i n t r o duc t i o n

1.1 Remit
These guidelines result from the work of an expert panel convened by the Faculty
of General Dental Practitioners (UK) in 1994 on the recommendation that “an expert
group should be set up to formulate selection criteria for dental radiology”.1 This
led to the production of two previous editions of this document, in 1998 and 2004.
The remit for the current edition is:
“To produce selection criteria which are specific to dental radiography. These
criteria should encompass all aspects of radiological practice in dentistry, with
a focus on primary dental care”.
1.2 Justification in radiology
X-ray exposure involves a risk to the patient. It is essential that any x-ray examination
should show a potential net benefit to the patient, weighing the total diagnostic benefits
it produces against the detriment that the exposure might cause. The efficacy, benefits
and risk of available alternative techniques should be taken into account. This decisionmaking process is called ‘justification’ and is both an ethical2 and a legal requirement.3
In order for the justification process to be carried out properly, it is essential that
selection of dental radiographs is based on the individual patient’s history and a
clinical examination. The routine use of x-rays for diagnosis based on a generalised
approach rather than individual prescription is unacceptable. A ‘routine’ (or
‘screening’) examination is one in which a radiograph is taken regardless of the
presence or absence of clinical signs and symptoms.
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Choosing a radiograph for a patient should also be based upon consideration of
the prevalence of diseases, their rates of progression and the diagnostic accuracy
of the imaging technique. Furthermore, where decisions are made with patients to
expose (or not to expose) a radiograph which may ultimately be contentious, a record
should be made of that discussion and decision in the notes. For example, when
looking at orthodontic cases, if the decision is not to expose a child to x-rays in the
general practice, leaving that decision to the specialist on referral, it is crucial that the
records demonstrate that. Frequently dentists are criticised for failing to identify, for
example, ectopic teeth. Equally, in pregnancy, evidence of the patient’s agreement to
a particular course of action to take (or not take) a radiograph avoids later criticism.
It should be noted that under the regulations,3 justification should include consideration
of exposures to “carers and comforters”. In a dental context this would mean, for example,
a parent supporting a child undergoing an x-ray examination.The regulations suggest
considering this person during the justification of the x-ray examination and considering
the dose that they might receive and gaining informed consent.
1.3 Why are guidelines needed?
A useful diagnostic investigation is one where the result – positive or negative –
will alter or add confidence to a clinician’s diagnosis and/or treatment planning.
This is particularly important when x-rays are involved. At present, there is wide
variation in practice as to which radiographs are exposed in primary dental care,
and when. There is a need to minimise1 and/or prevent radiographic examinations:
•

Where the results are unlikely to affect patient management and/or prognosis.

•

That are repeated unnecessarily.

•

That duplicate those taken previously.

•

That are inappropriate.

•

Where avoidable lapses in quality assurance impact upon patient dose and care.

There is also a need to ensure that radiographic information contributes to achieving
optimal standards of diagnosis and patient care, and that clinically significant
disease is not missed. This may mean that some operators should undertake more
radiographic examinations while others should undertake fewer, depending upon the

2
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needs of their individual patients, following history taking and clinical examination.
For example, in endodontics, the use of periapical radiographs taken from different
angulations may facilitate an understanding of the root canal system, while for
patients with ongoing evidence of low caries risk, less frequent bitewing radiographs
may be needed.
It is a legal requirement that those using x-rays on patients are adequately trained,3
particularly when adopting new techniques (such as panoramic radiography or
cone beam computed tomography). Guidelines such as these can provide a useful
contribution to training.
1.4 What are guidelines?
Guidelines are systematically developed statements designed to assist the clinician
and patient in making decisions about appropriate healthcare for certain specific
clinical circumstances.4
In radiology, guidelines assist the process of selecting the appropriate imaging
pathway. Such guidelines, called ‘selection criteria’, or ‘referral criteria’, exist for both
medical and dental imaging. Radiographic referral criteria have been defined as:
“Descriptions of clinical conditions derived from patient signs, symptoms and
history that identify patients who are likely to benefit from a particular radiographic
technique.”5
Every dental practice using x-rays for diagnosis must have radiographic referral
guidelines.3 As with any guideline, selection criteria are not intended to be rigid
constraints on clinical practice, but “a concept of good practice against which the
needs of the individual patient can be considered”.6 The term ‘referral criteria’
is appropriate for medical practitioners, where radiography is usually arranged
by referral to a specialist in radiology. In primary dental care, referral to another
clinician is not normal, so the term ‘selection criteria’ is widely used. In some cases,
however, a practitioner may refer a patient to a colleague or to a hospital x-ray
department for imaging, eg. for panoramic radiography or cone beam computed
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tomography (CBCT). When referring patients in this way, they should ensure that
adequate clinical information about the patient is provided to the person taking
responsibility for the exposure. A request to, for example, “please take a panoramic
radiograph for diagnosis” would not be considered adequate clinical information.
1.5 Why evidence-based guidelines?
There is increasing acceptance in medicine7 and dentistry8 that diagnostic and
laboratory tests, clinical decisions and clinical practice should all be as ‘evidencebased’ as possible. This stance is supported by the UK Health Departments8 and
the Royal Colleges10R following lessons learned from clinical treatments that have
subsequently been found to be ineffective and costly.
The evidence-based approach is not without problems, including the lack of highquality research evidence in a number of clinical fields. The FGDP(UK) guidelines
programme follows the SIGN (Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network) approach
to methodology11 wherever possible, and adapts this, in a pragmatic way, to the
particular area under review.
The scientific methodology of systematic reviews has developed dramatically in the
last two decades and there are now established and rigorous methods that seek
to ensure that the inherent (and often unintended) biases associated with many
traditional reviews and professional panels are controlled effectively. SIGN was
established in 1993 by the Academy of Medical Royal Colleges and their faculties in
Scotland to support the development of national guidelines on a multi-professional
basis. It is now seen as an international leader in this methodology. The key element
of such guidelines is explicitly to link recommendations with levels of evidence and
best practice for the delivery of patient-centred care.
In preparing this edition, due attention was paid to two highly relevant European
guideline documents,5R,12R both produced using rigorous systematic review and
SIGN methodology. The first5R deals with dental radiography in general, while the
second12R addresses the specific challenges of dental CBCT.

4
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1.6 Implementation and audit
In order to influence practice positively and be of use in primary care, guidelines
must be turned into useful aids for the provision of clinical care. This can best be
done locally at a practice or clinic level.
Using the SIGN methodology and framework, a ‘national guideline’ is a series of broad
statements that relate to the optimal level of care. ‘Local guidelines’ (protocols)
are more detailed developments of these evidence-based broad principles for local
application in individual practices.
In order to establish whether the national and local guidelines have had any
effect, it is imperative that individual practitioners audit appropriate topics related
to their implementation. Suggestions for possible audit topics are set out in Section 9.
1.7 Review of guidelines
The first edition of Selection Criteria for Dental Radiography, published in 1998, set out
to achieve much at a time when dental services and practices were evolving and when
new research evidence was constantly being produced. A second edition, published in
2004, presented an update incorporating new evidence and developments, including
the more widespread use of digital radiography. Since then, there have been a
number of developments and some enhancement of the level of evidence to support
recommendations. The developments include far greater use of digital radiography in
dental practice. A 2010 paper13 suggested that in West Kent, 50% of general dentists used
digital radiography. CBCT has also emerged and its use may well become more common
over the next few years.
This third edition continues the process of review and evolution of the guidelines,
taking such developments into consideration. In spite of the publication of a number of
research projects on dental radiography, however, the level of evidence for the choice of
particular types of radiographs in the oral cavity is sometimes still supported by clinical
opinions rather than hard science. Throughout this book, where there is little evidence
to support one type of radiography over another, this will be highlighted.
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1.8 Understanding the guidelines
As was the case with previous editions, it should be clearly understood that the
approach adopted for different sections within this publication has not been
uniform. This is because the volume of evidence available for review varies, as
does the priority of the topics in terms of balancing risk and benefit. Some sections
include more comprehensive sifting of the evidence, while others rely more heavily
on expert opinion and conventional literature review.
The levels of evidence supporting each recommendation within this publication
are indicated throughout, as shown in Table 1.1. This approach is consistent with
the SIGN system of classification.11
1.9 Guideline methodology
In order to provide guidelines in an evidence-based manner, much time and effort is
expended. The dental literature was searched and appraised in a systematic fashion

Table 1.1: Levels of evidence supporting recommendations
GRADE

A

GRADE

the body of literature, of overall good quality and consistency,
addressing the specific recommendations

B

Requires availability of well-conducted clinical studies but no

GRADE

Requires evidence obtained from expert committee reports or

C
6

Requires at least one randomised controlled trial as part of

randomised clinical trials on the topic of recommendation

opinions and/or clinical experiences of respected authorities. Indicates
absence of directly applicable clinical studies of good quality
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to produce most of the recommendations made in this publication. References are
indicated within the text by superscript numbering, in some cases along with the
letter ‘R’ to indicate that the publication in question is a review article. Where relevant
literature could not be identified for review, the authors have attempted to provide
recommendations based on ‘best practice’ or expert opinion, following consultation
with specialty groups.
At the very least, review questions for each subject area were set (Table 1.2). Literature
was identified in a systematic manner by accessing electronic databases (Medline,
Embase, Index to Scientific & Technical Proceedings, Science Citation Index, and Social
Sciences Citation Index). The publications deemed to be relevant to the carefully set
review questions were critically appraised and recommendations were made from
the strongest ones.

Table 1.2: Review questions

Review

For all new, recall or emergency patients attending primary

question

dental care:

1

When are radiographs indicated in order that a useful diagnostic
yield will be generated (in comparison to the conventional
clinical examination, with or without assistance from other
methods) and thus contribute usefully to individual patient care
plans for maintaining and improving dental health?

2

What significant additional age-related risk will follow from
exposure to different dental radiographic projections?

3

What evidence exists to influence or support selection criteria
by specialty area, in order to contribute usefully to individual
patient care plans for maintaining and improving dental health?
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1.10 Gaps in the evidence
The previous edition in 2004 identified gaps in the evidence where research was
needed. Many of these remain unanswered and, with the availability of CBCT, new
evidence needs have arisen. The following are suggestions for future research:
•

The value of radiographs in periodontology

•

Prevalence of hidden dentine caries (especially in low-prevalence groups)

•

Caries-related data of individuals in their early twenties (and older)

•

Crown and bridgework radiographs

•

Practical caries risk assessment in primary care

•

The need for a pre-extraction radiograph

•

Economic evaluations (cost-benefit analysis) of dental imaging

•

Application of alternatives to radiography for caries detection

•

Clinical trials of patient clinical outcomes when using CBCT compared with
conventional radiographs

•

Research on image quality requirements of CBCT for different clinical applications

1.11 Overview of recommendations
An overview of the recommendations appears as Appendix 1.

8
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2

U se o f I o n i s i n g R ad i a t i o n

2.1 Radiation doses and risks in dental practice
Nicholas Drage and Anne Walker
2.1.1 Introduction
Radiography is an invaluable tool for the clinician, providing information that
is impossible to obtain by clinical examination alone. Of all the x-ray examinations
carried out in the UK, around 26% are taken by general dental practitioners.1 In
2008, it was estimated that 20.5 million dental radiographs were taken by dentists
in NHS and private practice, and of these 2.7 million were panoramic radiographs.1
Consequently dentists, equipment manufacturers, medical physics experts and
radiation protection advisers need to work to keep radiation doses and risks as low
as reasonably practicable. If selection criteria are used properly, the collective dose
to the population is reduced, since unnecessary or unproductive x-ray examinations
are eliminated.
X-rays are a type of electromagnetic (EM) radiation. EM radiation also includes visible
light, radiowaves, microwaves, cosmic radiation and several other varieties of ‘rays’. All
can be considered as ‘packets’ of energy, called photons, which have wave properties,
most importantly a wavelength and frequency. X-rays are short-wavelength, highfrequency EM radiation. The importance of this is that high frequency means high
energy. When x-rays hit atoms this energy can be transferred, causing ionisation of
the atoms.
2.1.2 Radiation damage
An x-ray beam consists of millions of high-energy photons. These can damage
molecules by ionisation of atoms, but damage to the DNA in the chromosomes
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is of particular importance. Most DNA damage is successfully repaired, but rarely a
portion of a chromosome may be permanently altered (a mutation). This may lead to
uncontrolled cell replication, ultimately leading to the formation of a tumour. The latent
period between exposure to x-rays and diagnosis of a tumour may be many years. The
probability of a tumour being produced is related to the radiation dose, so knowledge
of the doses delivered is important. Such effects where the magnitude of the risk is
related to dose can be considered as ‘chance’ (stochastic) effects. For these effects there
is no clear evidence of the existence of a safe level of radiation dose,2,3 ie. it is currently
assumed that any level of dose could lead to tumour induction. However, the lower the
radiation dose, the lower the risk of radiation-induced tumours.
There is strong, well documented epidemiological evidence that exposure to radiation
at doses above some tens of millisieverts is associated with an increased risk of cancer.4
Studies have shown increased cancer risk associated with CT scans in childhood and
raised levels of exposure to background radiation.5,6 Dose levels associated with dental
radiology are even smaller; however, a number of epidemiological studies have
provided evidence of a possible increased risk of brain, salivary gland and thyroid
tumours related to dental radiography.7–16
Another stochastic effect is that of heritable damage seen in the children of irradiated
parents. As the radiation dose to the reproductive organs is so low in dental
examinations, the risk of heritable effects is negligible.17R
There are other known damaging effects of radiation, such as skin erythema, hair
loss and effects on fertility, that definitely have threshold doses below which they
will not occur. As dental radiography would never exceed these thresholds which
are some thousands of millisieverts, except in extraordinary circumstances, these
tissue reactions or deterministic effects are given no further consideration. Cataract
formation was, until recently, believed to have a similar threshold; however, the
evidence has indicated a threshold of about 500 mSv, a factor of three lower than
previously thought.2,18 This level is still well above that observed in dental radiography,
but risk of cataract induction could become a concern if many repeated CBCT or CT
examinations which included the orbits were undertaken.
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2.1.3 Radiation dose
The term ‘dose’ is widely used but often misunderstood. There are three common
terms used to describe dose: absorbed dose, equivalent dose and effective dose.
Absorbed dose (D)
Of the three dose quantities, this is the only one that can be directly measured. The
absorbed dose is the mean energy imparted to a unit mass of matter (eg. tissue) by
the ionising radiation.2 The units of measurement are joules per kilogram (J/kg),
which are called grays (Gy).
Equivalent dose (HT)
Some types of ionising radiation are more damaging to tissue than others. This is
taken into account when making dose calculations by weighting the absorbed dose
depending on the type of radiation used. For instance, alpha particles will potentially
cause much more biological damage than x-rays for the same absorbed dose, and
so they are given a weighting 20 times that of x-ray photons. For dental radiography,
which only uses x-rays, the absorbed dose and the equivalent dose are numerically
the same. Equivalent dose is still measured in J/kg, but its unit is given the special
name of sievert (Sv).
Effective dose (E)
Different tissues of the body are more susceptible to the effects of ionising
radiation than others. This is taken into account when calculating the effective
dose. The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) has published
revised tissue weighting factors for the most radiosensitive tissues of the body.2 The
modifications were introduced mainly on the basis of new epidemiological evidence
of cancer induction in the survivors of the Japanese atomic bombs. The main changes
relevant to the calculation of effective dose from dental radiography are the addition
of the salivary glands as an individual weighted tissue and the inclusion of the oral
mucosa in the remainder tissues. Consequently, effective doses calculated using the
current ICRP recommendations for dental exposures are significantly higher than using
the previous weighting factors.19–21 Therefore, caution must be taken when trying to
compare effective doses calculated using different weighting factors.
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In dentistry, the effective dose is often small, so it is more appropriate to use
subunits such as the millisievert (mSv) which is one thousandth of a Sv, or the
microsievert (µSv), which is one millionth of a Sv.
2.1.4 Factors influencing effective dose
The radiation dose delivered for a specific imaging requirement can be determined
by a range of factors, some related to the equipment type and design, others to the
operator’s use of the equipment. They can be grouped into three categories:
•

The sensitivity of the image receptor – using a high-speed (ie. more sensitive )
system will reduce the dose required.

•

The area exposed to the primary beam – reducing the volume exposed and
ensuring that more sensitive organs are in areas of lower dose will limit the
effective dose.

•

The exposure factors selected – selecting equipment settings that give lower
dose while maintaining adequate image quality.

Correct selection of equipment and technique can significantly reduce the patient
dose. However, dose should not be reduced to such a level that the image quality
is not adequate for the clinical purpose. There is a balance between radiation dose
and image quality, and the operator must be trained to understand how the factors
interact to optimise the imaging process.
Intraoral radiography
It is recommended that intraoral dental x-ray equipment should have the following
design features:22
•

Equipment should operate at a voltage between 60–70kV.

•

Constant potential units are preferred to generators with pulsating waveforms.

•

The beam must be adequately filtered using an appropriate thickness of
aluminium.

•

An open-ended spacer cone should be used in conjunction with rectangular
collimation.

•

A long focus-to-skin distance should be used (200mm for sets operating between
60–70 kV).
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•

A range of available exposure times of sufficiently fine graduations to produce
optimally exposed radiographs over the full range of possible patient sizes,
anatomical views and speeds of imaging system.

In addition, a sensitive image detector system should be used, such as F-speed film
or a digital detector. The use of modern equipment combined with good technique
and sensitive detectors can make a tenfold difference to the effective dose.19 A
national review of dose in dental practice in the UK found that the average dose for
an adult molar setting had decreased by 57% since 1999 as a result of the adoption
of new equipment and more sensitive image detectors.23
A number of studies have compared doses in digital and film intraoral radiography
in which the dose reduction offered by digital over conventional film ranged between
20–70%.24,25 However, Berkhout et al 24 put forward the caveat that in practice it is
likely that the overall dose reduction is less than 25%, owing to the tendency to take
more images when using digital systems. In addition, owing to the greater range of
dose that will give acceptable images, care must be taken to use the level of dose that
will give an acceptable image as opposed to the best image, which is likely to be at a
significantly higher dose.26
Panoramic and cephalometric radiography
There are also marked differences in the doses associated with different panoramic
machines, primarily related to the speed of the detector and the selection of beam
sizes available.27 Modern film screen systems have speeds very similar to current
digital detectors, and it is unlikely that the introduction of digital technology will
see the same dose reduction in either panoramic or cephalometric radiography
as is currently being experienced in intraoral radiography.27
Cone beam computed tomography
CBCT is the most significant development in dental and maxillofacial imaging in
recent years. The first commercially available machine on the market was introduced
in the late 1990s, and there are now a large number of manufacturers producing CBCT
machines. High-resolution, three-dimensional images of teeth and jaws are produced.
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Consequently, there are several applications of CBCT in dentistry including endodontics,
orthodontic diagnosis and the assessment of the jaw prior to implant placement.28–30
The European Commission has produced evidence-based referral criteria to clarify those
clinical situations in which CBCT may be useful.31R CBCT units are significantly cheaper
than medical CT machines and have a much smaller footprint. These features, combined
with the potential for increased diagnostic yield, make these systems attractive to
dentists working outside the hospital sector.
The effective dose from CBCT is dependent on many factors, with one of the main
ones being the volume of tissue irradiated. The volume of tissue that is irradiated
is often referred to as the field of view (FoV). Comparison of effective dose with respect
to FoV size is shown in Table 2.1. There is a marked range in the effective doses in each
category because of differences in the equipment being used, including the detector
type and the scanning parameters selected (tube current, voltage and time of exposure,
including the number of projections obtained).
In addition, for small FoV scanners the dose varies depending on the region of the jaw
being scanned.47 Some machines allow a choice of exposure factors and offer a wide
choice of FoVs, while on other units these features are either fixed or there is a limited
choice. These factors must be one of the prime considerations when considering buying
such a unit. It is important that the exposure factors and FoV are optimised to the clinical
question being investigated.31R,60 There is no need for the routine use of lead aprons
for patients undergoing CBCT examinations.31R,60 However, there is some evidence to
support the use of a thyroid shield for CBCT, as this may reduce the effective dose by up
to 40%.58,61 If a thyroid shield is used, it must be positioned carefully so as not to cause
artefacts on the images or obscure areas of interest.60
The effective dose from medical CT is generally higher than that from CBCT. However,
scanning parameters can be optimised to reduce the dose considerably,50,62–64 with
the advantage that soft–tissue differentiation is still possible even with low
exposure factors.
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Table 2.1: Effective doses for traditional dental radiography, CBCT and CT
examinations – tabular summary of literature review
Radiographic technique

Effective
dose (µSv)

References

Intraoral radiograph (bitewing/
periapical)

0.3–21.6

19,32,33

Panoramic radiograph

2.7–38

19,21,32–42

Lateral cephalometric radiograph

2.2–14

19,36,42–46

CBCT (small field of view*)

11–214

35,47–53

CBCT (medium field of view**)

18–674

20,35,37,42,47–55

CBCT (large field of view***)

60–510.6

20,21,35,41,51,52,54–56

CBCT (extended field of view****)

30–1025

20,21,41,42,46,47,54–58

CT scan (mandible)

250–1410

34,36,47,50

CT Scan (mandible and maxilla)

430–860

35,54,59

* The height of cylindrical volume or spherical diameter of the volume ≤ 5cm
** The height of cylindrical volume or spherical diameter of the volume > 5cm and ≤ 10cm.
*** The height of cylindrical volume or spherical diameter of the volume > 10cm and ≤15cm
**** The height of cylindrical volume or spherical diameter of the volume > 15cm

2.1.5 The risks
It is useful to understand the magnitude of the risk associated with dental
radiography when considering the justification of individual dental exposures and
the effect of dental exposures on the whole population. Risk factors are regularly
published and are constantly being refined as new data becomes available and more
sophisticated modelling is undertaken.2,65
As discussed in Section 2.1.2, above, the risk associated with dental radiography is
primarily that of cancer induction. A publication by the UK Health Protection Agency
proposes the use of a total lifetime cancer induction risk factor for an average 30-to39-year-old of 6.8% per Sv for men and 5.5% per Sv for women for radiography of the
head.65 Another way of expressing this is to say that there is a 1 in 15,000 (for men)
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and 1 in 18,000 (for women) risk of a cancer being induced for every 1mSv effective
dose received from dental radiography.
Risk is age-dependent, being highest for the young and lowest for the elderly. The
tissues of younger people are more radiosensitive and their prospective life span
is likely to exceed the latent period. For the very elderly, life expectancy will be
less than the latency period, which can be anything from five years upwards and
the risk could be considered negligible. In general, young children are at about
two to three times the risk of develop radiation-induced cancer than adults in
their thirties for the same effective dose,65 hence the importance of using specific
paediatric exposure protocols when radiographing children to ensure that the dose
is minimised.
There is often considerable concern about radiography during pregnancy because
of possible risk to the foetus. In dental radiography, it is unusual for an x-ray beam
to be pointed at the abdomen (only for vertex occlusal radiographs, which are
rarely indicated) and, in those cases where radiography is essential, abdominal lead
protection should be used when a foetus lies in the primary beam.22 For all other
dental radiographic views, including panoramic and CBCT examinations, there
is no requirement to delay radiography until after the birth. However, as the subject
of radiography during pregnancy is emotive, it is recommended that practitioners
offer pregnant patients the option of delaying non-urgent radiography.66,67
Table 2.1 gives typical doses for radiographic examinations of teeth and jaws, including
dental radiographic techniques likely to be used in primary dental care. The doses have
been calculated either using the current ICRP recommendations or, in those studies
that predate these recommendations, those ones that include weighting factors for
the salivary glands. Effective doses are calculated for a reference patient and there are
many uncertainties in the calculations. Risk estimates for an individual based on the
calculated effective dose may be higher or lower by a factor of five.68 For this reason,
risk has been split into broad categories to indicate the health detriment.68 The risk
from dental radiography falls into the lowest risk category. Even the risk from medical
CT of the jaws is considered very low. However low the risk from the examination, it is
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imperative that each radiographic exposure is fully justified and the doses optimised to
reduce the detrimental effects to the lowest possible level.
2.1.6 Diagnostic reference levels
Surveys of dental radiography practice have consistently shown a significant variation
in dose for the same examinations between dental practices. In the 2005 survey of
dental practices, the dose for the same intraoral dental radiographic examination
varied by a factor of 600 between the lowest and highest doses.27
The concept of diagnostic reference levels (DRLs) has been developed in response
to such wide variations in patient doses to provide an audit standard. National
reference levels for conventional dental radiography are based on the third-quartile
values for the distribution of doses found in such surveys, ie. 75% of equipment gives
doses below the reference value.69,70 Auditing patient dose and comparison with
locally-set DRLs is a legal requirement in the UK.71,72 Those dentists with equipment
giving doses above the local DRL need to investigate the cause and instigate
measures to reduce the doses to below the local DRL. For general dental practice it
is recommended that these national reference levels are adopted as the local DRLs,
ie. local audit standards,22 unless local measurements of patient doses support the
adoption of lower values. This should be determined with the help of your medical
physics expert. The current recommended national reference levels for dental
radiography are shown in Table 2.2 (overleaf).
Audit data are not yet available for the establishment of a national DRL for CBCT.
However, local DRLs should be set up with the help of a medical physics expert.74 The
Health Protection Agency (now part of Public Health England) carried out an initial
analysis and recommended an achievable dose based on the ability to collimate to
the area of clinical interest.74
There have been some encouraging signs from the 2005 and 2010 surveys.23,27 In
comparison to the 1999 survey, there has been an overall reduction of dose arising
from intraoral radiography, mainly due to the higher voltage of the x-ray machines
used, the use of faster film and the increased use of digital radiography.
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Table 2.2: Suggested national diagnostic reference levels for dental radiography

Examination

National Diagnostic Reference Level

References

Intraoral (adult molar)

1.7 mGy*

23

Panoramic (adult)

93 mGy cm2 **

23

Panoramic (child)

2

67 mGy cm **

23

Lateral cephalometric
radiograph (adult)

40 mGy cm2

73

Lateral cephalometric
radiograph (child)

25 mGy cm

2

73

Achievable Dose
CBCT (adult upper first
molar implant)

2
250 mGy cm **

73

* measured as the absorbed dose in air at the end of the spacer cone
** measured as the dose area product (DAP)

2.1.7 Doses and risks in context
Life is a risky business. We are all constantly exposed to naturally occuring
background radiation, which averages about 2230 μSv each year in the UK.75 Medical
exposures (including dental) add around 18% to this figure on average (per UK
citizen) and this proportion continues to rise, primarily due to the increased use of
CT scanners.75 With this in mind a periapical radiograph may be associated with an
effective dose up to three and a half days’ background radiation and a panoramic
radiograph equivalent to no more than six days’ background radiation. The effective
dose from a CBCT examination is comparable to between two days’ and six months’
additional background radiation, depending on the machine used and the exposure
parameters selected. For comparative purposes, a chest x-ray (18 μSv) is equivalent to
around three days of additional background radiation, while some medical computed
tomography examinations equate to over ten years’ background radiation.76–78
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Unfortunately, one in four people in the UK die from cancer.79 Radiography
increases the chance of developing cancer, and it is estimated that diagnostic
radiology (medical and dental) causes 700 cancer cases per year in the UK.80 The
collective dose to the population from dental radiography is low so only a small
proportion of these cancers can be attributed to dental radiography.81 However,
choosing to radiograph a patient and selecting the technique and its frequency should
be a matter of balancing the risk against the clinical benefits to that patient.

A

No patient should be expected to receive additional radiation
dose and risk as part of a course of dental treatment unless
they are likely to benefit from dental radiography.
Notwithstanding the already low individual risk, every effort
should be made to undertake the radiography at minimum
dose to the patient. The lowest-dose examination that will
answer the clinical question should always be undertaken.*
* This important statement is given the highest level of recommendation even
though there are no randomised controlled trials to support it. Such a study design
would be neither possible nor ethical.

2.2 The use of panoramic radiography
Vivian Rushton
Panoramic radiography has become a well-established radiographic technique in general
dental practice. One study has found that 63% of general dental practitioners routinely
screened their new adult patients using panoramic radiography.82 This increase in
panoramic screening is not surprising, since as long ago as 2003, 61% of general dental
practitioners had access to this type of radiographic equipment.83
As with all radiographic examinations, it is important to strike a balance between the
radiation dose received by the patient and the likely diagnostic benefit. As detailed in
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Table 2.1, panoramic equipment delivers a wide range of dose to patients depending
on the type of equipment used, with newer panoramic units more likely to incorporate
dose-limiting features. Irrespective of these developments, within the last ten years
radiation dose reduction from panoramic radiography has been low (<10%),27 in part
because some digital panoramic systems may require an increase in exposure factors
compared with fast screen/film combinations.70
There is continuing evidence of poor image quality of panoramic radiographs
taken in primary dental care.84,85 Any faults in the radiograph will inevitably lead to
a reduction in the diagnostic value of the examination. It is essential that particular
care should be taken in monitoring and maintaining high image quality by paying
close attention to correct positioning of the patient and, for film-based radiography, by
ensuring the best possible processing techniques. The dental practice should also employ
a robust quality assurance programme. The latter is a statutory requirement of the
Ionising Radiations Regulations 2017.71

C

Routine monitoring of panoramic image quality is essential in
order to maximise diagnostic value.*
*While there is insufficient research to support a higher grading for this statement,
it is a requirement of current legislation.71

2.2.1 The new patient to the practice
In some centres, it has become routine to take a panoramic radiograph of all new
patients. Research has shown that intraoral (bitewing and periapical) radiographs
are superior to panoramic radiographs for the diagnosis of common dental pathosis
(caries, periodontal and periapical pathology).86R,87-89 However, a high proportion of
90

dentists rely on panoramic radiography alone to assess common dental pathosis.

Some dentists use panoramic radiography routinely to ‘screen’ the jaws for clinically
unsuspected pathology.90 It is possible that anecdotal evidence of identifying a cyst
or other unusual lesion in a patient may reinforce this attitude. This standpoint,
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however, ignores the low prevalence of asymptomatic pathology. Routine radiography
without the presence of clinical signs or symptoms cannot be justified.86R, 91 This has
long been recognised in medical radiological practice, resulting in the cessation of
screening practices, except for those national screening programmes with a strong
evidence base, such as the Breast Screening Programme.
It can be argued that a panoramic radiograph may be appropriate for the patient
who presents with a grossly neglected mouth with significant numbers of clinically
determined caries lesions and periapical pathosis, along with established periodontal
disease (other than simple gingivitis).92,93 In these cases, it may be expeditious to use
panoramic radiography as a means of identifying teeth requiring a more detailed
(intraoral) radiographic examination or, when limited to a hospital setting, prior to
dental surgery under general anaesthesia.
2.2.2 The edentulous patient
In the absence of any clinical signs or symptoms, there is no justification for any
radiographic examination,94 unless implant treatment is planned (see Section 8).
Where clinical examination identifies the possible presence of an abnormality, such
as a possible retained root, then an intraoral radiograph of the site is the appropriate
radiographic examination.
2.2.3 The orthodontic patient
A panoramic radiograph is commonly used to provide information on the state
of the developing dentition and is often appropriate when orthodontic treatment
is being considered. This is considered fully in Section 3.
Several studies have examined the efficacy of radiography, including panoramic,
in orthodontic practice.95–100 The researchers reported the limited effect radiography
has on changing orthodontic diagnosis or treatment plans. Although radiography
has an undoubted role in orthodontic practice, such research questions whether
the present use of radiography may be excessive. Routine screening of children
cannot be justified and the use of selection criteria100 has been found to be effective
in determining those children likely to benefit from a radiographic examination.
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Guidance from the British Orthodontic Society reflects this approach.101
2.2.4 Prior to oral surgery
Routine radiography of unerupted third molars is not recommended.102 The
panoramic radiograph is commonly used to assess third molars prior to their
surgical removal but does not need to be carried out at the initial examination.102 In
the case of mandibular third molars, the radiograph will provide information about
the distance to the lower border of the mandible and the limited information about
the course and relationship with the inferior dental canal. With the latter, it should
be noted that panoramic radiography does not provide an accurate indication
of a close relationship.103–105 In those surgical cases in which there is a suggestion
of a close relationship between the root apices and the mandibular canal, either
a second radiograph, using different projection geometry,105 or, if available, a
localised CBCT examination31R should be performed if this is likely to result in a
change in surgical management. There is a risk of localised CBCT examinations
becoming standard “defensive” practice. It is emphasised that there is no evidence
to support the use of CBCT routinely in these cases, nor any evidence of any
improvement in patient outcomes when CBCT is used in such situations.
In other surgical situations, such as apicectomy, root removal or enucleation
of small cysts, an intraoral radiograph may be all that is required for treatment
planning and the use of panoramic radiography would not normally be needed.
2.2.5 Trauma
For simple dental trauma, intraoral radiography will provide the greatest diagnostic
detail. A panoramic radiograph is, however, the first-choice method for imaging
mandibular fractures,106,107 although poor panoramic image quality has been shown
to limit diagnostic accuracy.108 Supplementary imaging is often required to diagnose
high condylar fractures.107,109,110 Panoramic radiography has a limited ability to detect
mid-facial fractures. If there is clinical evidence of a bone fracture, it is probably
more appropriate to refer the patient for a complete radiographic examination
at the hospital, where treatment will be performed.
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2.2.6 Temporomandibular joint problems
The panoramic radiograph shows an image of the mandibular condyles and is often
used as a first-choice imaging technique for those patients with TMJ symptoms.
A study of patients with TMJ symptoms has found, however, that panoramic
radiography provided little or no information that influenced diagnosis or patient
management in most cases examined.111
The overwhelming majority of patients with symptoms and signs related to the TMJ
region are suffering from myofacial pain/dysfunction or internal disc derangements.
Condylar abnormality is not seen in the former and only occasionally in the latter.
Radiography is not recommended for patients with joint sounds (‘clicking’) in the
absence of other signs or symptoms.112,113 Radiographic examination is indicated
where there is recent evidence of progressive pathology (recent trauma, change
in occlusion, mandibular shift, sensory or motor alterations, change in range of
movement).
2.2.7 Conclusions
Panoramic radiological examinations are performed on large numbers of patients
either as an alternative, or as a supplement, to intraoral radiography. The criteria
used in the decision to take a panoramic radiograph may be specific clinical indicators
or an indiscriminate ‘screening’ procedure for pathology. The many published studies
on the diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of panoramic radiology compared
to intraoral radiographic examinations indicate that it is generally inferior in the
imaging of the dental diseases with the greatest prevalence.

A

All patients must have a history taken and clinical examination
performed prior to panoramic radiography. Where radiographs
are clinically indicated in dental practice, intraoral radiography
should be considered the optimal radiographic examination
because of better detail and lower radiation doses.
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Panoramic radiography should not be seen as a routine radiographic technique for
general dental practice, but rather one selected for specific situations on the basis of
clinical history and examination. Table 2.3 suggests some selection criteria.

Table 2.3: Suggested selection criteria for panoramic radiography and the
level of evidence supporting the recommendation.

Criterion

Evidence grade

Where a bony lesion or unerupted tooth is of a size or

C

position that precludes its complete demonstration on
intraoral radiographs.
In patients with a grossly neglected dentition, for whom

C

there is a clinically determined likelihood of multiple
extractions being required.
For the assessment of third molars prior to planned
surgical intervention. Routine radiography of unerupted

B

third molars is not recommended.
As part of an orthodontic assessment where there is a
clinical need to know the state of the dentition and the
presence/absence of teeth. The use of clinical criteria to

C

select patients rather than routine screening is essential
(see Section 3).
Panoramic radiographs should only be taken in the
presence of specific clinical signs and symptoms. There is no
justification for review panoramic radiography at arbitrary

B

time intervals.
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3

R ad i o graphs i n t he ma n ageme n t o f
t he de v el o p i n g de n t i t i o n

3.1 Introduction
Allan Thom and Keith Isaacson
This section has been divided into early and late mixed dentition stages. Each section
considers common clinical problems that may require radiographic examination.
The section does not aim to present a comprehensive consideration of radiographic
selection criteria for the specialist orthodontist, for whom a well-referenced and
detailed document is available.1 Thus, references in this section are restricted to
existing guidelines.
The need to expose children to dental radiographs must be carefully considered
as they are particularly susceptible to the effects of ionising radiation (see Section
2). There must be a sound clinical indication to justify exposure. There are, however,
many developmental abnormalities where interceptive treatment may prevent or
ameliorate later problems.
A careful clinical examination should indicate the most appropriate radiograph
required to confirm the diagnosis. Wherever possible, previous radiographs (such as
bitewings) should be examined to ensure that sufficient information is not already
available. It should be remembered that an intraoral radiograph gives the lowest
dose and should be used whenever practicable. As a result of findings from an
intraoral radiograph, a panoramic radiograph may subsequently be necessary. For
general dental practitioners, the decision to undertake a comprehensive radiographic
examination may best be referred to a specialist orthodontist.
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Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) is becoming increasingly available to provide
a three-dimensional image. However, its use in the developing dentition should
adhere strictly to appropriate selection criteria, such as those developed using a formal
methodology on a European basis.2 Only in a very small number of cases will CBCT
be required subsequent to abnormal findings identified in a conventional image. The
decision to undertake CBCT would best be made by a specialist orthodontist.
3.2 Early mixed dentition
3.2.1 Upper labial segment
Central incisors (Figure 3.1)
Frequently, an upper central incisor may erupt in cross bite with the lower incisors.
This should be corrected orthodontically and can often be treated without the need
for radiographs.
Failure of eruption of one or both central incisors, or retention of the deciduous
incisors beyond the normal age range, requires investigation. The common causes of
failure of eruption are a history of trauma or the presence of supernumerary teeth.

Figure 3.1: Upper central incisors
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An intraoral radiograph will assist in making a diagnosis.
Gross rotation of one or both central incisors or an excessively large median diastema
may also suggest an unerupted supernumerary.
Lateral incisors (Figure 3.2)
Abnormalities in the lateral incisor region are frequently encountered. The most
common abnormaility is failed eruption or peg-shaped morphology. Failed eruption
may be due to developmental absence of the lateral incisor. An intraoral radiograph
is indicated in this instance. If the lateral incisor is missing, it is wise to determine
if other successional teeth are developmentally absent, so a panoramic radiograph
would be appropriate. A peg-shaped lateral incisor or one of abnormal morphology
may be associated with an unerupted, misplaced canine and in this case, following
palpation, if the patient’s dental development age is clinically assessed to be over
nine years, an intraoral radiograph may be indicated. For each of these findings,
appropriate interceptive action may be required.

Figure 3.2: Upper lateral incisors
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3.2.2 Lower labial segment (Figure 3.3)
Minor irregularities of alignment following eruption of the lower incisors are a
common cause of parental concern and do not require radiographic investigation.
However, significant delay in eruption of one or more of the lower incisors associated
with retained deciduous predecessors will require radiographic investigation.

Figure 3.3: Lower labial segment

C
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When investigating developmental disturbances of teeth in
the early mixed dentition stage, intraoral radiography should
be considered.
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3.2.3 Posterior segments
Cross bites
Unilateral posterior cross bites in the early mixed dentition associated with a
displacing activity may be corrected with simple orthodontic appliances. In the
absence of any other adverse clinical indicators, this can normally be accomplished
without the need for radiographs.
First permanent molars (Figure 3.4)
When there is a doubtful prognosis for one or more permanent first molars, in a
patient with a high caries incidence, it is wise to consider the possible loss of all
four first molars to enable balanced development of the occlusion. A panoramic
radiograph is required to determine the presence of successional teeth, particularly
the second premolars. The findings may indicate the need for a specialist orthodontic
opinion to plan the treatment appropriately.

Figure 3.4: First permanent molars (poor prognosis)

Impaction of an upper first molar into the second deciduous molar necessitates an
intraoral image to determine the presence of the second premolar, the absence of
which may suggest the possibility of other developmentally missing teeth. Should this
prove to be the case, a panoramic radiograph may be necessary.
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C

When one or more first permanent molars have a doubtful
prognosis, a panoramic radiograph may be justified to allow
assessment of the other first molars and determine the presence
of successional teeth.

3.3 Late mixed dentition
3.3.1 Labial segments
Any clinical abnormalities not identified in the early mixed dentition must be
investigated. It is likely that radiographic investigation will be necessary. Figures 3.1
to 3.3 remain relevant in the late mixed dentition.
3.3.2 Canines (Figure 3.5)
An essential part of the clinical examination in the late mixed dentition is palpation
of the buccal sulcus to confirm the presence and position of the unerupted maxillary
canines. If the patient is 11 years old or over and the canines cannot be palpated,
either buccally or palatally, an intraoral radiograph would be appropriate as early
diagnosis of a misplaced canine is of utmost importance to outcome.

B

In the late mixed dentition, radiography is indicated when
permanent canines cannot be palpated.

A peg-shaped lateral incisor or unilateral delayed loss of a deciduous canine may also
require an intraoral radiograph in view of the association of these clinical findings
with a misplaced canine.
Where there is doubt as to the viability of a lateral incisor, possibly due to resorption by
a misplaced canine, identified by conventional radiography, CBCT may be indicated.2
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Figure 3.5: Unerupted upper canines

The use of CBCT is not indicated as a routine but only after careful examination of
the existing radiographic images. Wherever possible, a limited field-of-view CBCT
examination should be used as this results in a lower radiation dose.
Although misplaced maxillary canines are a commonly encountered problem, the
possibility of displaced lower canines should not be overlooked. If their eruption is
delayed, then radiographic investigation may be required.

C

For the assessment of an impacted tooth and possible resorption
of an adjacent tooth, CBCT may be used when the information
cannot be obtained adequately by lower-dose conventional
radiography.

3.3.3 Deciduous molars (Figure 3.6)
Delayed loss of second deciduous molars can be an indication of developmentally
absent second premolars. Examination of existing bitewing images may be adequate
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to determine the presence of the second premolars. If the second deciduous molars
are retained when other successional teeth have erupted, an appropriate field–
limited panoramic radiograph can be used. However, when a single second deciduous
molar is retained, an intraoral image may suffice. Submerging deciduous molars
should be observed clinically at regular intervals. Noticeable deterioration between
regular examinations may require intraoral radiography.

Figure 3.6: Retained deciduous molars

3.3.4 Permanent molars (Figure 3.4)
A grossly carious first molar will usually require a field-limited panoramic
radiograph to assess the condition and prognosis of the other first molars and
to confirm the presence of permanent successional teeth. An orthodontic opinion
may be indicated where the loss of one or more first molars is necessary.
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3.4 Orthodontic treatment
The indications for diagnostic radiographs are fully covered in the British
Orthodontic Society guidelines.1
For the GDP, if a routine dental examination indicates that an orthodontic
opinion may be appropriate, then choice of radiographs should normally be
left to the specialist. If a specialist orthodontic opinion is necessary as a result
of a radiographic finding, it is essential that any available radiographic images
accompany the referral letter.

The flow charts in this section are for general guidance only. Every
patient must be assessed on their merits.

3.5 References
1.	British Orthodontic Society. Isaacson KG, Thom AR, Atack NE, Horner K and Whaites E, editors,
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R ad i o graphs i n D e n t al
C ar i es D i ag n o s i s

4.1 Introduction
Nigel Pitts and David Ricketts
Most of the available research on radiographic diagnosis of dental caries concerns
children. This may be because of the greater risks of ionising radiation in children
and the historically high prevalence of caries in younger individuals, combined
with a greater focus on prevention. Current thinking recognises the importance
of early caries detection and preventive caries management in adults as well. In
recent years there has also been an increasing emphasis on caries risk assessment,
changes in caries risk and assessing the activity of individual lesions in patients of all
ages. Children have been selected as a principal focus within this section due to the
relative volume of evidence for the younger age groups. The methodology used to
derive the recommendations that follow can be examined in Section 1.
When assessing caries risk, clinicians should note that in 2003–2004 the Guideline
Development Group and the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence
Collaborating Centre reviewed the evidence on caries risk in relation to recall
frequency, leading to the issue in 2004 of Dental Recall: Recall Interval Between
Routine Dental Examinations.1 Readers should refer to this guidance for a checklist
for assessing caries risk in relation to recall frequency. More recent consideration of
personalised recall frequency and the use of bitewing radiography in lower caries risk
groups can also be found by Clarkson et al (2009)2 and Mejàre and Kidd (2008).3
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4.2 Children
Posterior bitewing radiographs are an essential adjunct to clinical examination5R–8R
(one review6R has been classified independently by the Scottish Intercollegiate
Guidelines Network as a meta-analysis) and should be considered even for pre-school
children.3,4 It has also become apparent that not only is the bitewing radiograph
necessary for approximal caries detection, but that it can also offer a significant yield
in the detection of occlusal caries.7R–9R
The magnitude of the increased diagnostic yield from the use of radiography on
occlusal surfaces is related to the method of clinical visual assessment employed.
Meticulous visual assessment of clean dry teeth with criteria such as ICDAS10–11 can
disclose many lesions which would be otherwise missed. The periodic bitewing
examination can contribute to an individual’s care plan for preventive and operative
dental care.12 Information about lesion behaviour over time (progression, arrest,
regression) can be added to the caries status assessment made at the first visit and
can contribute to an appraisal of the patient’s response to preventive therapy.
Although there is a need to ensure that radiographic exposures are kept as low
as reasonably practicable, this concern must be carefully balanced against the
ethical difficulties of failing to employ a diagnostic aid that has been shown
to detect clinically important numbers of lesions that would otherwise remain
hidden. Even when approximal contacts are open, bitewing radiographs
have a role in identifying occlusal lesions. The importance of a high-quality,
standardised technique, using image receptor-holding and beam-aiming devices
and ensuring proper processing, cannot be over-emphasised. Increased use of
digital radiography overcomes some of the errors previously associated with the
processing of conventional radiographic films.
A patient should only be exposed to ionising radiation after a thorough clinical
examination. This should include an assessment of caries risk as high, medium or low.
Appendix 2 lists some of the many factors that a practitioner will consider in making a
caries risk assessment. The importance of the individual factors will vary from patient
to patient and it must be remembered that risk status may change over time.
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This assessment of risk is central to deciding when to take subsequent
radiographs.5R,8R,13R–15R This time interval will vary widely but it should be
specific to each patient. Although reliable risk assessment can be problematic,
clinicians are particularly good at identifying high-risk individuals.

B
C

In the diagnosis of caries in children, the weight of expert
opinion supports the statement that caries should be diagnosed
as early as possible to allow management before cavitation and
pulpal involvement, and to identify caries-active patients and
those at increased risk of caries in the future.4

The taking of ‘routine’ radiographs based solely on time elapsed
since the last examination is not supportable.15R,16 Intervals
between subsequent radiographic examinations must be
reassessed for each new period as individuals can move in and
out of caries risk categories over time.

4.2.1 Caries risk assessment
The evidence around caries risk assessment is complex, and a number of systematic
reviews have been summarised by Twetman and Fontana (2009).17 There are multiple
risk factors and indicators which carry a range of weightings. The strength of evidence
varies between children and adults. For all ages, by far the most important factor is
past caries experience. While the evidence supporting the use of other individual risk
factors may not be strong at a group level, there is still value at the individual patent
level to aid in the development of an individualised and targeted preventive and
disease management plan.18,19
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4.2.2 High caries risk
Expert opinion supports taking bitewing radiographs at the initial examination for
all children designated as being at high caries risk.13R,15R In addition, there is a body
of evidence to support this view.17,21,22R,23–26
There is a significant diagnostic yield associated with taking bitewing radiographs
for use in conjunction with clinical examination for both approximal and occlusal
caries detection, even in the absence of clinically detectable decay.20,24,27,28
The degree of benefit is variously reported as being between 167% and 800%
of the yield from clinical diagnosis, with or without fibreoptic transillumination
assistance. In adults with a history of high caries risk and previous restorative care
of varying complexity, bitewing radiographs are felt to have increased importance
in detecting defective/overhanging restoration margins and caries adjacent to
restorations on obscured tooth surfaces.29
In terms of the contribution that radiographs might make to individual patient
care plans, current evidence suggests that:
•

If a small lesion is detected which radiographically appears to be less than
halfway through approximal enamel, the lesion’s location should be recorded
and periodic review arranged. Preventive treatment should be instigated.

•

If an approximal lesion extending to the inner half of enamel is detected,
or if an outer-half lesion is seen to progress, preventive therapy should be
instigated and the results of such therapy should be periodically monitored.13R

•

In a high caries risk individual, approximal lesions extending into dentine,
detected radiographically, have a great likelihood of exhibiting cavitation.23,30–32

•

Additionally, it has been demonstrated that radiographic evidence of occlusal
dentine demineralisation is significantly associated with heavily infected
dentine;33 therefore, the bitewing radiograph should contribute to operative
care plans for individuals with radiographic occlusal dentinal lesions.
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It is recommended that all children at high caries risk have sixmonthly posterior bitewing radiographs taken until no new or
active lesions are apparent and the individual has entered
another risk category.*
* Bitewings should not be taken more frequently and it is imperative to reassess
caries risk in order to justify using this interval again.

It has been shown that in individuals with high caries risk, lesions can still take up
to three or four years to penetrate approximal enamel in permanent teeth.34R The
time taken for caries to progress from the enamel-dentine junction to the pulp
is unknown.35R Many authors consequently recommend six-monthly radiographs for
all high caries risk individuals until no new or active lesions are apparent. Again,
radiographs should not be taken more frequently, and it is imperative to reassess an
individual’s caries risk in order to justify using this interval again.
4.2.3 Moderate caries risk
The evidence also supports the diagnostic use of bitewing radiographs for
children with a moderate caries risk. Many authors report significant addition to the
diagnostic yield from the use of bitewing radiographs, varying from 150% to 270%
of the yield from clinical examination alone.36–43 This increased yield relates to both
approximal and occlusal caries.
Of the 12 studies in this area which passed critical review, no significant diagnostic
yield was gained in three (in one study on four-year-old children,41 in one where
simulated clinical examination was supplemented by fibreoptic transillumination,38
and in one when permanent teeth were clinically examined meticulously).44
On balance, the evidence supports the taking of posterior bitewing radiographs
annually for children who are designated as being at moderate caries risk.
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It is recommended that all children with a moderate risk of
developing caries have annual posterior bitewing radiographs
taken until no new or active lesions are apparent and the
patient has entered another risk category.

4.2.4 Low caries risk
Compared to the evidence regarding children with high and moderate caries
risk, there is less evidence available to support the taking of posterior bitewing
radiographs in children designated to be at low risk of developing caries. This may
be due in part to the sample selection that many researchers have available to
them, resulting in few studies in this area. The balance of the available evidence on
the need to take bitewings is unclear. Although the diagnostic yield from posterior
bitewing radiographs is comparatively lower than the yield from higher-risk
groups,45 high-quality studies still show a significant yield. In one study, radiographs
revealed two to three times more carious lesions than clinical examination alone.45
The evidence reviewed suggests that:
•

Even in low caries regions, selective radiography should be conducted on
surfaces that are clinically suspected to be carious.46 There is continuing concern
that hidden dentinal caries may affect significant numbers of low caries risk
individuals,3,47R although there is a lack of high-quality studies on the prevalence
of hidden dentinal caries in low caries risk populations.

•

In the primary dentition, detection of three or more discoloured enamel lesions
or dentinal lesions has been claimed to be a good predictor of the presence of
additional dentinal lesions on radiograph, which could not be detected by visual
examination.48

•

In low caries risk groups, the time taken for approximal enamel lesions to progress
through to dentine in permanent teeth is now in excess of six to eight years on
average, and clinical decisions to restore must reflect this slow progression.47R
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There are particular problems associated with assessing sealed occlusal surfaces
in children with low caries risk; bitewing radiographs can provide a significant
diagnostic yield, if used appropriately.49

In the low caries risk category, it is therefore important for individual clinicians to
apply risk-benefit calculations to each of their patients in order to make appropriate
decisions.
A child patient with little or no caries activity does not require bitewing radiographs
at every recall appointment;14R however, it is important to reconsider the child’s
caries risk status.

B

The weight of expert opinion supports the view that children
with low caries risk should be radiographed at approximately 12
to 18-month intervals in the primary dentition and at
approximately two-year intervals in the permanent dentition.
More extended radiographic recall intervals may be appropriate
if there is specific evidence of continuing low caries risk.15R,35R

4.3 Adults
There is comparatively little evidence evaluating the present diagnostic yield of
radiographs for caries in adults. It must be appreciated, however, that the carious
process and caries activity are dependent upon interactions on a susceptible tooth
surface of bacterial plaque with appropriate sugary substances, and that these
factors far outweigh a patient’s chronological age. In the absence of experimental
data from older age groups, it is reasonable, therefore, to extrapolate from the
information available from studies of children and young adults.
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There are particular reasons to be cautious in assessment of caries and caries
risk in adults. As a consequence of the genuine overall reduction of caries
prevalence across the UK population, when caries is present it often progresses
very slowly and can present very late; thus cavitation into dentine may be visible
for the first time in young adults who appear to be caries-free. Similarly, caries
risk assessments of adults must consider rapid behaviour and lifestyle changes
that can have a significant dental impact. Changes in caries risk may follow the
patient becoming less dextrous in plaque removal, a reduction in saliva following
the use of some medications or the onset of Sjögren’s syndrome, and/or dietary
changes following events such as retirement, bereavement or a change in social
environment. Thus, while interpretation of the clinical examination and social
history must be tailored to the age of the patient and the circumstances indicating
the need for the clinical examination, the diagnostic benefits and limitations of
dental radiography for adults are essentially comparable with those for children.
Overall, root caries is a growing problem for only a minority of adults, but an
increasing proportion of this population are elderly patients. One specific clinical
issue concerns root caries related to impacted third molar teeth and distal surface
caries in second molar teeth. There is comparatively little evidence regarding
radiographic selection criteria in relation to root caries. Care should always be
taken to differentiate radiographic signs of root caries from artefacts such as
cervical burnout.
For these reasons, while suggesting that high-quality studies with adults are
needed, the same recommendations as made for children are made for adults.
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4.3.1 High caries risk

C

It is recommended that all adults designated as having high
caries risk have six-monthly posterior bitewing radiographs taken
until no new or active lesions are apparent and the individual
has entered another risk category.*
*Bitewings should not be taken more frequently and it is imperative to reassess caries
risk in order to justify using this interval again. It is also important to remember that
the rate of caries progression in enamel and dentine will differ and that progression
rates in adults may well be slower than in children.

4.3.2 Moderate caries risk

C

It is recommended that all adults designated as having moderate
caries risk have annual posterior bitewing radiographs taken
until no new or active lesions are apparent and the individual
has entered another risk category.

4.3.3 Low caries risk

C

It is recommended that adults designated as having low caries
risk have posterior bitewing radiographs taken approximately
every two years. More extended radiographic recall intervals may
be employed if there is explicit evidence of continuing low caries
risk.
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4.4 Digital dental radiography
Over the last decade, digital radiography has seen increasing use in general practice
and is set to become the default system for new installations. Its benefits range from
the potential to reduce x-ray exposures (although faster film has to an extent reduced
this benefit), eliminate conventional processing faults, allows the manipulation of
images (contrast enhancement) and facilitate sharing and transfer of information,
enabling the efficient storage of images. The comparative diagnostic yield with
conventional film radiography has been shown to be broadly equivalent.50
Digital x-ray equipment can now be regarded as standard for contemporary
dental practice.
4.5 Newer radiographic methods and alternatives
to radiographs for caries diagnosis
There is a considerable body of evidence relating to both children and adults
looking at new methods as adjuncts and alternatives to radiographic caries
diagnosis;51R however, this area is complex as the differing methodologies used
often confound direct comparisons.8R,47R,52-54
4.5.1 Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
While three-dimensional imaging is of clinical significance in many fields, its use in
caries diagnosis is not currently supported in a European guideline document.55R
In practice, CBCT gives the advantage of three dimensions at the expense of a loss
of resolution, when compared with intraoral radiography. There are significant
problems with CBCT related to artefacts, principally from metallic restorations
in the path of the x-ray beam. These artefacts introduce dark streaks that pass
through the crowns of other teeth, leading to artefactual radiolucencies which
can produce a caries-like appearance, or even mask real carious lesions.
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B

CBCT should not be used as a routine method of caries
diagnosis.

4.5.2 Elective temporary tooth separation
Elective temporary tooth separation (using orthodontic
elastics between teeth) has been advocated as a method of
assessing directly the caries status of approximal surfaces.
The method currently requires an interval of one to seven
days before the approximal surfaces can be viewed.44,56-58
This method is particularly useful in determining whether or not cavitation has
taken place.31,58,59 In situations where confirmation of cavitation is difficult, use of
a light-bodied silicone impression material interdentally is of benefit in visualising
surface status. Separation has been used successfully in Scotland, England, Brazil,
Denmark and Sweden, and has been shown to be a viable tool in a general dental
practice setting.44 Current research is exploring the use of approximal sealants for
caries management and this technique also uses elective tooth separation.

Figure 4.1 Contact area of premolars showing
possible caries approximally.
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Figure 4.2 Part of a bitewing radiograph
showing equivocal lesions approximally.
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Figure 4.3 Following temporary elective
tooth separation, the presence or absence of
cavitation can be determined by direct visual
examination.

C

Figure 4.4 Silicone impression material can
be used to confirm cavitation or surface
discontinuity.

Consideration should be given to temporarily separating
approximal surfaces where there is doubt whether or not
cavitation has taken place and thus whether a filling is indicated.

4.5.3 Fibreoptic transillumination
For many years there has been debate in the literature about the potential diagnostic
use of fibreoptic transillumination (FOTI), either to replace or supplement bitewing
radiographs (Figures 4.5–7).40,60R The balance of evidence suggests that it is an
important adjunct which has considerable diagnostic value for detecting dentinal
lesions at approximal sites. Bitewing radiographs will detect more dentinal lesions
and many more ‘enamel’ lesions than FOTI (even though radiographs will still not
detect all approximal enamel lesions). Research results with FOTI are obtained using
custom-made 0.5 mm diameter tips in the hands of examiners trained in the use of
this somewhat technique-sensitive method.
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Figure 4.5 Clinically suspicious
mesial surface of upper 6.

C

Figure 4.6 FOTI reveals a
shadow within the mesial
surface af the upper 6.

Figure 4.7 Part of a bitewing
radiograph reveals a lesion
in the mesial surface of the
upper 6.

FOTI should be used as an adjunct to bitewing radiographs
for caries diagnosis. When used, a 0.5 mm tip should be
employed and training is recommended.

4.5.4 Electrical methods of caries diagnosis
Of the ‘new’ methods of caries diagnosis, there is a growing consensus that electrical
methods provide the most promising results and the greatest potential for helping
practitioners faced with the difficult task of diagnosing caries without using ionising
radiation.47R, 52, 61–63 Two basic systems have been developed, one based on fixed lowfrequency AC and a co-axial air supply,61 and one based on AC impedance spectroscopy.64
Research into the latter has led to the commercial introduction of a caries detection
device (CarieScan). This is an area where progress can be anticipated.

C

The development, testing and implementation of electrical
detection and monitoring aids should be followed closely.
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4.5.5 Laser fluorescence methods
Research into laser fluorescence has led to the development of commercially
available devices such as the DIAGNOdent and DIAGNOdent pen (KaVo, Biberach,
Germany) and VistaProof (Dürr, Bietigheim-Bissingen, Germany). The former detects
fluorescence from bacterial by-products, namely porphyrins. Research into the
DIAGNOdent has shown that specificity (false-positive decisions) is a particular
problem.65 Such decisions could lead to over-treatment and clinicians should be
aware of this potential problem.

C

Care should be taken in the interpretation of results using some
optical caries detection devices as false positives can pose a
problem.

4.5.6 Quantitative laser fluorescence
Sound tooth tissue fluoresces under laser light of a specific wavelength, while the
intensity of fluorescence decreases in carious lesions. The intensity of fluorescence
can be quantified and is the basis for this detection technique, also referred to as
quatitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF), which is still in its research stage.
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4a

A l t er n a t i v e appr o ach t o
rad i o graph y f o r car i es
d i ag n o s i s i n ch i ldre n

4A.1 The EAPD approach
Keith Horner and Ken Eaton
As highlighted in Section 4, the evidence that bitewing radiography can provide a
diagnostic yield for caries over and above that obtained through clinical diagnosis
alone is established, at least for high and moderate caries risk groups. However, there
is uncertainty in translating this evidence into recommendations concerning specific
intervals between bitewing examinations for regular patients. In this document, the
editors felt that it was important to highlight an alternative approach for prescription
of bitewing radiography in children, developed in 2004 by the European Academy
of Paediatric Dentistry (EAPD).1
The EAPD guidelines, based strongly on evidence from research in Scandinavian
countries, reiterated that additional information on the presence and depth of
caries may be obtained from bitewing radiography. To determine the interval between
review bitewing examinations in children, the EAPD guidelines classify patients into
“high risk” and “low risk” for caries, using similar criteria to those used in Section 4
of this document, but do not recognise a “moderate risk” category. The authors make
the following recommendations:
•

Bitewing radiographs should be taken only if they are considered necessary
for adequate treatment.

•

For both caries risk status groups (both high and low risk), 5-year-olds should
be considered for bitewing examination.

•

For both caries risk status groups, bitewing radiographs should be considered
at the age of 8-9 years.
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•

For both caries risk status groups, bitewing radiographs in the permanent
dentition should be considered at the age of 12-14 years (1-2 years after eruption
of premolars and second molars).

The recommendations presented in the guidelines are shown in Table 4.1.
While not explicitly stated in the EAPD guidelines, it is assumed that a child attending
as a new patient between the ages listed above (eg. at age 6 years) might still be
considered for a baseline bitewing examination rather than waiting for the next
recommended age point.

Table 4.1: The baseline examinations and intervals to the next bitewing
examination in children (adapted from EAPD guidelines)1
Age of patient at baseline
bitewing examination

Interval to next bitewing examination
Low caries risk

High caries risk

5 years

3 years

1 year

8-9 years

3-4 years

1 year

12-16 years

2 years

1 year

16 years

3 years

1 year

The EAPD guidelines recommend less frequent bitewing examinations than Section 4.
The editors do not feel able to judge definitively between these two approaches and
concluded that inclusion of the EAPD recommendations as a valid alternative strategy
was appropriate. In terms of the evidence-based approach used by the FGDP(UK), the
EAPD guidelines would be judged as grade C (expert opinion).
Readers are recommended to read the full EAPD guideline.1 In the light of the different
strategies for use of radiographs for caries diagnosis in children, dental teams may find
this a valuable subject for in-practice discussion.
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5

R ad i o graphs i n P er i o d o n t al
A ssessme n t

5.1 Introduction
Aradhna Tugnait and Peter Heasman
A large number of research papers have looked at the use of radiographs in
periodontal assessment. Much of this work includes the use of radiography to assist
and confirm a periodontal diagnosis, to help determine prognosis of the disease and
to monitor long-term treatment outcomes. Many studies compare the performance
of different radiographic techniques. However, since the majority of these papers
are insufficiently directed towards selection criteria, they were not included in this
document.
The following points emerged from the papers and guidelines that were reviewed:1–30
•

The diagnosis of periodontal diseases depends on a thorough clinical examination
supplemented by radiographs, where they may provide additional information
that could potentially change patient management or prognosis.4R,18R,19

•

Clinicians should always use radiographs taken for caries diagnosis to aid the
assessment of the periodontal hard tissues.18R

•

There is no clear evidence to support any recommendations regarding the
frequency of radiographs taken for periodontal reasons.

•

Radiographic assessment of changes in alveolar bone can be improved if
sequential intraoral radiographs are placed reproducibly to allow accurate
evaluation of changes in the radiographic geometry over time.2R,3R,7R

•

There appears to be no evidence on when to take a periapical radiograph to assist
in the diagnosis or treatment of periodontal/endodontic lesions.
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•

The bitewing projection offers both optimal geometry and the fine detail inherent
to intraoral radiography. Bitewings have the additional advantage that when
they have already been indicated for caries assessment, they offer a means of
providing information about bone levels around teeth without the need for an
additional radiation dose.9

•

Full-mouth series of periapical radiographs and panoramic radiographs with
supplementary periapicals have been used for periodontal evaluation, with
the latter potentially affording a radiation dose advantage over large numbers
of intraoral radiographs. The dose from periapical radiographs may, however,
be less than that from panoramic and supplementary periapical combinations,
if periapicals are restricted to affected teeth.21

•

When assessing alveolar bone levels, digital radiographs may offer improved
measurement accuracy and greater agreement between different observers
compared with film radiographs.22,23

•

CBCT may offer greater accuracy than conventional two-dimensional intraoral
imaging, with superior imaging of bone defects and furcation lesions compared
with conventional radiographs.24,27 CBCT is not, however, indicated as a routine
method of imaging periodontal bone support; evidence-based guidelines for
CBCT should be consulted for further guidance on its use.26

5.2 Recommendations
There is insufficient evidence from research into radiographic selection criteria for
periodontology to allow for robust, evidence-based recommendations. However,
the following are proposed as good practice:

C
66

CBCT is not indicated as a routine method of imaging
periodontal bone support.
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If a patient has generalised pocketing of 4–5 mm (BPE scores
of maximum Code 3 in any sextant) and little or no recession,
horizontal bitewings are recommended. These may be
supplemented by intraoral periapicals for selected anterior teeth,
but only if this is likely to change management of the patient.

Assessment of all teeth and their periodontal support can be
achieved by an optimal-quality panoramic radiograph alone,
a panoramic radiograph with supplementary periapical
radiographs, or a complete series of periapical radiographs.
When determining which radiographic technique to use,
consideration should be given to the clinical presentation,
the required image quality and the relative dose-benefit based
on the equipment available.

C
C

A periapical radiograph using a paralleling technique is indicated
if a periodontal/endodontic lesion is suspected.

If a patient has pocketing of 6 mm or more (BPE scores of Code 4),
vertical bitewing radiographs are recommended, supplemented by
intraoral periapical views using the paralleling technique at sites
where alveolar bone image is not included. These may be
supplemented by intraoral periapicals for selected anterior teeth,
but only if this is likely to change management of the patient.
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C

Where CBCT images include the teeth, care should be taken to
check for periodontal bone levels when performing a clinical
evaluation (report).

It should be emphasised that:
•

The use of radiography is secondary to a clinical examination and full mouth
periodontal assessment.1R,4–6R,18R,19

•

Existing radiographs should be used as far as possible; the extent of bone loss
on existing radiographs used with the clinical examination can enable selection
of appropriate radiographic views. Previous radiographs may be useful in
assessing the rate of disease progression.

•

The decision to take further radiographs for the purpose of assessing changes
of the periodontal support over time should be on a case-by-case basis, with
radiographs secondary to the clinical examination, when they have the potential
to change patient management.1R,4–6R,18R,19
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R ad i o graphs i n E n d o d o n t i cs

6.1 Introduction
Shanon Patel and William Saunders
Radiographs are essential during both surgical and non-surgical root canal
treatment. A diagnosis, especially involving pain, may be possible without the
need for radiographs but it is not possible to undertake the mechanical aspects of
treatment adequately without prior knowledge of the root canal anatomy and the
configuration and final radiological confirmation that treatment has been completed.
In addition, radiographs are an essential aid in the follow-up of treatment to
ascertain changes in the periradicular tissues, commensurate with healing.1
6.2 Endodontic diagnosis
A careful and complete investigation of the history of the patient’s complaint,
combined with a thorough clinical examination, may produce sufficient information
to formulate a provisional diagnosis. It is often difficult to correlate signs and
symptoms with pulpal and periradicular pathology. Therefore, a good-quality preoperative radiograph will provide additional information to aid diagnosis (Figure
6.1). At least one pre-operative periapical radiograph is necessary for this diagnostic
phase. Occasionally a second image from a different vertical or horizontal angle may
be required (Figure 6.2). More advanced radiological techniques may be required
when the diagnostic yield from conventional radiographs does not give sufficient
useful information.2
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Figure 6.1 This view of an upper second molar
show palatal and mesio-buccal roots clearly
but the disto-buccal root is obscured.

B

Figure 6.2 A second radiograph of the same
tooth. The angulation is different (the same
effect may be achieved by altering centering of
the beam) and the files in the mesio-buccal and
palatal canals have been removed, leaving just
one file in what was thought to be the distobuccal canal but is in fact a distal perforation.
The unfortunate result is now clear.

A good-quality pre-operative radiograph is essential for diagnosis
of endodontic problems.

6.3 Root canal treatment planning
Assuming that the tooth either has an irreversible pulpitis or periradicular disease
of endodontic origin, the pre-operative radiograph will confirm not only the
diagnosis, but also reveal possible difficulties likely to be encountered during
treatment, and also any other disease associated with the tooth, including
periodontal disease and dental caries. Root canal treatment should only be carried
out if the tooth is restorable, and has a good long-term prognosis as a functional
unit. Whilst there are no true contra-indications to root canal treatment, treatment
planning must be carried out holistically, bearing in mind the state of the remaining
dentition, the wishes of the patient and the alternative treatment strategies available
if the tooth were to be extracted.
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One cannot over-emphasise that radiological examination does not provide
a definitive diagnosis of the state either of the pulp or periradicular tissues.
6.3.1 Non-surgical root canal treatment
Prior to making decisions regarding root canal treatment, the pre-operative
radiograph(s) should be used to ascertain the following information:
•

Form and extent of the dental pulp, including both the coronal part and
the root canals. Look out for the presence of tertiary dentine coronally,
discrete mineralisation such as pulp stones and sclerosis of the root canals.

•

The number of roots.

•

Approximate length of the tooth and the crown-root ratio.

•

Shape of the root, the amount of curvature and the configuration of that
curvature. A curve in the apical portion is more difficult to manage than
a curve that starts halfway down the root.

•

Angulation of the roots.

•

Proximity of other anatomical structures, including the maxillary antrum,
the inferior dental canal and the mental foramen.

•

Amount of supporting bone present.

•

Size, shape and position of any periradicular lesion present.

•

Evidence and nature of previous root canal treatment, and the type and
quality of the coronal restoration present. Marginal defects, including
overhangs and recurrent caries may be seen and will influence treatment
planning. The presence of pins and posts may also be detected.

If it is not possible to gain sufficient diagnostic power from one periapical radiograph
then supplementary views should be considered. This is usually achieved using a
second periapical radiograph with a shift of horizontal beam angulation, typically
some 10–20 degrees from a mesial or distal direction, to achieve parallax images. This
allows separation of roots and may eliminate overlap of anatomical structures, such
as the zygomatic arch, with maxillary molars.
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6.3.2 Surgical root canal treatment
The same essential information as for non-surgical root canal treatment applies when
a surgical approach is being considered. In most cases, orthograde treatment has
already been undertaken. Other aspects pertinent to a surgical approach include:
•

The likely final length of the root with respect to periodontal bone support

•

The proximity of adjacent anatomical structures (eg. the inferior dental nerve
and its branches, the maxillary sinus)

•

Evidence of root fracture

•

Presence of a perforation, either by a post or root canal filling

•

Presence of an accessory canal with associated radiolucency

•

Presence of extruded obturation material

•

The size of the periradicular lesion.

6.4 Root canal treatment
The aim of non-surgical root canal treatment is to shape and clean the root canal
system, removing diseased pulpal tissue and reducing microbial load. The shaping
allows more thorough disinfection by irrigation with antimicrobial agents, and
facilitates sealing the root canal system with a biocompatible obturation system.
Each root canal should be disinfected up to the apical constriction, ie. where the
pulp tissue meets the periodontal tissue. The distance from the most coronal
reference point to the apical constriction is known as the ‘working length’. Obturation
material placed at or beyond this level has been shown to be associated with severe
inflammation, even in the absence of clinical symptoms.3 Accurate determination
of the working length is essential for a successful outcome in endodontic treatment.
Traditionally, this level of instrumentation has been determined radiologically, an
image being taken with an instrument in the root canal. However, it is not possible
to determine the position of the apical constriction accurately using traditional
radiological techniques. This is because the constriction is rarely at the radiological
apex of the tooth.
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6.4.1 Electronic apex locators
Electronic apex locators work on the principle that there is a consistent value
of electrical resistance between an instrument in the root canal and an electrode
on the oral mucous membrane. The most recent generation of apex locators use
impedance measurements instead of resistance to measure the location of a metal
instrument in the root canal. These instruments are self-calibrating, using a ratio
method. This works on the principle that two electric currents with different sine
wave frequencies will have measureable impedances that can be compared. The
advantage of these instruments is that they can be used in the presence of electrolyte.
An excellent review of these instruments has been provided by Gordon and Chandler,4
and they have been shown to be reliable for the determination of working length
when used correctly.5
Electronic apex locators are not a panacea for determining working length.
The presence of large amounts of fluid in the root canal system, metal coronal
restorations or a large apical foramen all affect performance adversely.6 Although
frequent use of a locator improves performance, it may still be considered necessary
to confirm the length radiologically.
Most root canal preparation techniques advocate the use of a crown-to-apex
approach. The undistorted pre-operative radiograph allows the clinician to measure
the length of the tooth, thus allowing the working length to be determined, after
which the endodontic files should be marked or fitted with stops to ensure that the
apical extent of preparation is not violated. After some initial preparation of the
coronal part of the root canal, and use of an electronic apex locator, if available, a
radiograph (working length radiograph) should be taken with the endodontic file in
place to confirm the working length. If this diagnostic file is more than 3 mm from
the proposed working length then the length should adjusted and a further radiograph
taken. In molars it may be necessary to use files of different configuration (such as
Flexofiles and Hedstroms) to distinguish root canals that lie in the same plane of
the x-ray beam (for example, mesio-buccal and mesio-lingual canals in lower molar
teeth). Alternatively, more than one radiograph may be taken to determine the
working length for all root canals.
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C

Unless there is confidence about working length(s) derived from
an electronic apex locator, at least one good-quality radiograph
is necessary to confirm working length(s).

Additional radiographs may be taken
during root canal treatment to confirm
that working length(s) have been
maintained. For example, ‘master’
obturation gutta percha points may be
seated within the root canal(s) and a
radiograph taken to confirm that they
are at the appropriate length (Figure
Figure 6.3 Working length radiograph of lower
right first molar tooth.

6.3). In addition, especially if a heated
obturation technique is employed
and the tooth has an open apex or
compromised apical constriction, a

radiograph may be taken after the initial “downpack” of the master cone to ensure
that the correct length has been achieved.

C

If there are any doubts about the integrity of the apical
constriction or resistance taper of the prepared root canal, a
mid-fill radiograph should be taken to confirm the position of
the root filling before final compaction is carried out.

In surgical cases, it may be reasonable to take a radiograph of the periradicular
tissues prior to suturing to ensure that an adequate root-end filling has been placed
and that debridement of the tissues has been completed, especially if there had been
a previous overfill or extrusion of material.
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6.5 Endodontic follow-up
A radiograph should be taken immediately after the root canal treatment has been
completed. This applies equally to surgical and non-surgical treatment and provides
a baseline reference for subsequent review of the treatment. With molar teeth
it may be necessary to take more than one post-operative view. Preferably these
radiographs should be processed and reported before the patient leaves the surgery.
An immediate post-operative radiograph will help to provide:
•

A rudimentary (two-dimensional) assessment of the quality of the treatment,
including length, presence of voids and apical extrusion.

•

A baseline for subsequent review.

•

An indication of possible complicating factors such as apical ‘zipping’,
transportation of the root canal shape, perforation and areas of potential physical
weakness in the tooth as a consequence of over-preparation.

•

An indication of potential ways in which the tooth may be restored, including
post length, diameter and, if no restoration is present to mask the image, the
amount of remaining tooth structure coronally may also be assessed.

C

At least one post-operative radiograph is necessary to assess
the success of the obturation, and to act as a baseline for
assessment of apical pathology or healing.

The ideal follow-up for assessing healing of periradicular disease remains controversial,
as are the criteria for success. Certainly radiological examination alone is insufficient,
and must be combined with a careful clinical assessment. The main radiological
criterion for judging success is a reduction in the size of a pre-existing periradicular
radiolucency. However, research has shown that periapical radiography has a low
sensitivity, ie. it is not able to detect all periapical radiolucencies.7
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The difficulty in diagnosing the presence of disease is complicated further by the
histological nature of the radiolucency. Healing may take place by the formation
of a fibrous scar rather than new bone. However, it has been shown that the
incidence of scar formation is actually quite low, about 2%.8
The time required for follow-up continues to be debated, but recent arguments
suggest that one year is probably reasonable. If the radiolucency shows evidence
of reduction at that time then further review is unnecessary. There is an argument
that should there be no change after one year, then further treatment should be
considered.9 Pragmatically, however, if incomplete healing is seen after one year
then the patient should be recalled in a further year when clinical signs can be
reviewed and a further radiological examination carried out. It may be that the
four-year follow-up period as proposed in guidelines from the European Society
of Endodontology10 may not be necessary.

B

A further follow-up radiograph should be taken at one year after
completion of treatment.11

The PAI system is being used more frequently for assessment of success. In this system
periradicular radiolucencies are categorised with scores of 1 to 5, score 1 representing
periapical health and all other scores representing periradicular disease, with
increasing size of the radiolucency (up to 5). The validity of using this classification
has been questioned, however, as it was originally developed for maxillary incisors
and therefore may not apply to other teeth.12
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6.6 Other endodontic treatments
6.6.1 Vital pulp procedures
Pulp capping and pulpotomy are performed to retain pulp vitality, especially in teeth
with immature apices. A radiograph is necessary at the time of initial treatment to
inform treatment planning and provide a baseline for evaluation of the procedure.
Radiological review of teeth treated in this way should be undertaken periodically but
only combined with a full clinical examination. Radiological success may manifest
in the formation of a hard-tissue bridge at the site of the pulp dressing, continued
root development and root-end closure. If a tooth treated in this way becomes
symptomatic or clinical signs of failure are apparent, then radiographs will be
required for further treatment planning.

C

A baseline radiograph is essential for treatment planning in vital
pulp procedures.

6.6.2 Dental trauma
Teeth that have been subjected to trauma require careful examination, which includes
the use of radiographs. A baseline intraoral radiograph is mandatory following
all but minor tooth trauma. In many cases trauma is sustained by children and
cooperation is important. Depending on the nature of the injury it may be necessary
to take several intraoral radiographs from different angles. Extraoral views, including
anterior occlusals, are sometimes useful for luxation injuries. In some instances a
small field-of-view cone beam computer tomography (CBCT) scan may be desirable
to assess the true nature of luxation injuries and/or cortical plate involvement.
Periodic review of injured teeth is essential, including those with horizontal root
fractures, where pathological changes at the fracture site can be detected only with
the help of radiological examination.
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Finally, the American Association of Endodontists has produced a study guide that
gives an overview of pertinent literature.13

C

A baseline radiograph(s) is essential for the management of
minor tooth trauma. Follow-up radiographs should be taken at
six months after treatment, and then annually until root
formation is complete. While expert opinion supports the taking
of review radiographs, there is no evidence to support any
particular frequency or duration of review.

6.7 Cone beam computed tomography
The use of CBCT in endodontics is the subject of active research, and there is some
evidence that it has a useful role in diagnosis where conventional radiography fails
to provide adequate diagnostic information.14–21
Selection criteria for CBCT in dentistry have been published by the European
Commission following comprehensive systematic review by the SEDENTEXCT
project.22 Criteria for CBCT use in endodontics are included, but the authors of these
guidelines acknowledged some important limitations:
•

The evidence base remains limited.

•

Not all CBCT equipment is the same, particularly with regard to resolution.

•

Radiation doses are generally higher than those associated with conventional
radiography.

•

Significant artefacts are produced by metallic dental restorations that can
profoundly reduce image quality.

In an endodontic context, the final bullet point is of particular importance where
a tooth, or nearby teeth, contain metal posts or there are adjacent implants. As
a result, in the current document, we take a cautious view about the use of CBCT
in endodontics, and essentially reproduce the selection criteria derived from the
European document.22
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C
C
C
C

CBCT is not indicated as a standard method for demonstration
of root canal anatomy.

Limited-volume, high-resolution CBCT may be indicated for
selected cases where conventional intraoral radiographs provide
information on root canal anatomy which is equivocal or
inadequate for planning treatment, most probably in multirooted teeth.

Limited-volume, high-resolution CBCT may be indicated for
selected cases when planning surgical endodontic procedures.
The decision should be based upon potential complicating
factors, such as the proximity of important anatomical
structures.

Limited-volume, high-resolution CBCT may be indicated in
selected cases of suspected, or established, external resorption
or internal resorption, where three-dimensional information
is likely to alter the management or prognosis of the tooth.

Continued...
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C

Limited-volume, high-resolution CBCT may be justifiable for
selected cases where endodontic treatment is complicated by
concurrent factors, such as resorption lesions, combined
periodontal/endodontic lesions, suspected perforations,
treatment planning prior to periapical microsurgery and
atypical root canal anatomy.

In every case being considered for CBCT, careful thought should be given to whether
the CBCT equipment is capable of providing the limited volumes (fields of view), and
whether high-resolution images required for endodontic imaging can be obtained
without an unacceptable increase in radiation dose.
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7

R ad i o graphs i n Impla n t de n t i s t r y

7.1 Introduction
Crawford Gray and Richard Palmer
The literature on radiology in implant dentistry was reviewed by a Medline and
PubMed search, examination of review papers,1–4 consensus documents,5–7 a review
of relevant sections of two textbooks on implant dentistry,8,9 and two textbooks of
oral radiology.10,11 From these, it was clear that there is considerable knowledge of the
value of the various imaging methods used in implant dentistry. However, there was
some disagreement on the selection criteria in individual clinical situations, and little
information on the frequency and duration of follow-up radiographs after treatment
completion. Overall, it can be concluded that, at present, there is a limited evidence
base on which to formulate guidelines for the use of radiographs in implant dentistry.
In implant dentistry, radiography plays a crucial role in treatment planning (see Table
7.1), the assessment of available bone, and reviewing long-term maintenance. Successful
implant placement is facilitated by the availability of adequate information about the
quantity and quality of bone at the proposed implant site in relation to the position and
design of the planned prosthesis. Radiology is also needed to assess existing natural teeth
and healing of extraction sockets where implant placement is planned. Routine radiology
does not allow visualisation of the process of osseointegration, ie. the attachment of bone
to an implant surface. However, the presence of peri-implant radiolucency may suggest
fibrous tissue encapsulation/epithelial downgrowth indicative of implant failure.3 Baseline
radiographic examination is usually recommended at the completion of the prosthodontic
phase of treatment to assess marginal bone levels for future reference and to check on the
correct connection of the implant components. Further paralleled images should be made
at appropriate post-treatment intervals to monitor peri-implant bone levels.
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Table 7.1: Radiology for treatment planning in implant dentistry
Single implant
Anterior maxilla

Periapical radiograph. If cross-sectional information is needed,
possibly use limited-volume CBCT.

Premolar maxilla

Periapical and/or panoramic radiograph. If cross-sectional
information is needed, possibly use limited-volume CBCT.

Molar maxilla

Periapical and/or panoramic radiograph. If cross-sectional
information is needed, possibly use limited-volume CBCT,
especially to visualise the antral floor.

Anterior mandible

Periapical radiograph. If cross-sectional information is needed,
possibly use limited-volume CBCT to show lingual fossae.

Post-foraminal mandible

Periapical and/or panoramic radiograph. To show threedimensional position of the inferior dental canal and to
investigate concavities of lingual/submandibular fossae,
possibly use limited-volume CBCT.

Multiple implants
Multiple exposures using the above guidance can become unwieldy and carry significant
radiation exposure. A good panoramic radiograph with magnification markers can often give
excellent information. Where cross-sectional information is needed, CT, limited or full-volume
CBCT should be used, if the exposure is likely to improve the outcome for patient and surgeon.
MRI could be considered as it entails no exposure to ionising radiation.

If required during surgery
Periapical radiographs should be used, with radiographic measurement markers. For ease of
use during surgery, the use of a digital system should be considered.

Post-operative
Periapical and/or panoramic radiographs may be used.

General guidance and post-treatment review
Periapical and panoramic radiographs give good two-dimensional information, but the
surgeon must be aware of potential magnification and patient positioning errors. The use
of sectional imaging is appropriate in complex and anatomically challenging cases, but the
surgeon should be aware of the need to reduce the dose by using CBCT and MRI rather than
conventional CT. In all cases, the technique employed should justify the radiation dose.
Post-operative review protocols appear to be the subjective opinion of authors. A radiograph
at completion of the restoration and 12 months later may be considered essential in
gaining baseline data and assessment of any changes in bone levels due to factors such as
remodelling, function or inflammation. An ongoing review interval of one, three, or up to five
years is suggested, to verify stability of bone levels or to detect progressive bone loss. A careful
clinical examination should be able to indicate a stable situation, but it is advisable to obtain
radiographic evidence of bone levels if signs are present that may suggest deterioration, eg.
increased probing depth, bleeding, exudate, mobility.
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Table 7.2: Recommended two-dimensional imaging for implant dentistry

Intraoral
radiography

Panoramic
radiography

Maxilla
Single tooth

X

Dentate

X

X

Edentulous

X (single site)

X

Mandible
Single tooth

X

Dentate

X

X

Edentulous

X (single site)

X

Sectional imaging is commonly used in complex cases, and sophisticated threedimensional radiological techniques may be employed to formulate treatment
protocols or to construct guides for surgical implant placement and prefabrication
of prostheses.12
The choice of radiographic technique used in implant dentistry is further complicated
by a number of factors, including the experience of the surgeon. While an
experienced practitioner may have adequate information from a site using twodimensional imaging, a less experienced practitioner may feel more confident having
the additional information gained from a three-dimensional technique. As with any
radiological investigation, dose limitation is a paramount factor in the choice of the
imaging modality.
7.2 Review of radiological techniques
Of the many radiological techniques available, the following are relevant to implant
dentistry.
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7.2.1 Periapical radiography
Periapical radiographs are commonly used in dental implant treatment planning.
Apart from being the most appropriate method of assessing the remaining teeth and
edentulous areas for pathology and the position of anatomical structures, periapical
radiographs are often used to assess the bone height available.
The main limitation in the use of periapical radiographs is that the image is only
two-dimensional, with no information of the third dimension (bone width or buccolingual position of the neurovascular bundle). They may be the radiograph of choice
for single tooth replacement in uncomplicated sites, and are particularly useful
to assess spaces that may appear narrow or where root convergence is suspected.
Following surgery, they may be used to assess whether placement has been
satisfactory in terms of spacing, angulation and depth. In cases where anatomical
structures might limit safe implant placement, a stepwise approach may be adopted
using a radiopaque graduated depth gauge, placed to a known depth in the
osteotomy site. A periapical radiograph aligned using a paralleling technique is then
exposed, allowing the operator to accurately measure distances to vital structures
such as the inferior dental nerve. For more difficult cases pre-operative sectional
imaging should be considered. Periapical radiographs may also be used to monitor
the peri-implant hard tissues at post placement intervals (see Tables 7.1 and 7.2).
It is best practice to use image receptor holders and the paralleling technique
in periapical radiography. All intraoral radiographs are magnified to a degree
dependent upon the focus, object and image receptor geometry. With a good
paralleling technique and avoidance of distorting the film/sensor this can be kept
to a minimum and should not unduly affect planning of implant length/diameter.
A reference object of known size, such as a metal ball bearing, may be imaged in the
same plane as the alveolus, and accurate distances can be calculated. The markers
need to be placed close to the site being proposed for implant placement, and may
be incorporated within a stent or denture. Even with paralleling, the accuracy of
radiographs may be within a ±2.5 mm range.13 Imaging can be a problem when
dealing with a resorbed edentulous alveolus, where the image receptor holder may
dig into the palate or lingual sulcus. The use of cotton wool rolls between
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the edentulous ridge and bite block may help; nevertheless, in some cases,
periapical images may show little more than the superficial few millimetres
of bone. This limitation may lead the clinician to use other specialised techniques.
It should be noted that many of the direct digital periapical radiographic sensors
are bulky, and although they may give virtually instantaneous images (with reduced
radiation dose) it is often impossible to achieve a good paralleling technique.
Although they do not offer instant imaging, digital radiography using phosphor
plates allows far simpler placement of the image receptor.
In all dental periapical radiography, rectangular collimation using a suitable
paralleling technique should be employed.
7.2.2 Occlusal radiography
True occlusal radiographs, while having no role in maxillary implant planning, may
rarely be useful in mandibular implant planning. The image may help to demonstrate
the course of the inferior alveolar canal; however, the images only show the maximal
buccolingual bone width, giving no indication of the cross-sectional jaw shape. As
with periapical radiographs, magnification of images should be considered.
7.2.3 Panoramic radiography
Simple panoramic images provide general information about bone height, the
position of anatomical structures such as the inferior dental canal, mental foramen
and maxillary antral floor, and a limited indication of bone quality. One of the most
critical areas is the visualisation of the inferior dental canal, mental foramen and
the complex morphology of the canal to avoid damage to the nerve during implant
placement. Panoramic radiographs may be considered adequate for implants placed
in the posterior mandible, providing a minimum 2 mm or preferably 4 mm safety
margin is adopted,14 and bone width is judged to be clinically sufficient (see Tables
7.1 and 7.2).
It is extremely important to remember that panoramic images are magnified by up to
30%, and that such magnification may vary significantly at different locations within
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the same radiograph, depending upon the equipment used. It is essential that the
patient is positioned accurately for panoramic radiography as dimensional distortion
may occur depending on the position within the focal trough and angulation of
the jaw. These positioning variations lead to changes in magnification15 along with
distortion, which may vary considerably at differing points along the dental arch. As
far as this is concerned, it is fortunate that vertical measurements are affected much
less than those in the horizontal plane. As a guide, during radiography it may be useful
to employ reference objects, such as ball bearings in a baseplate in the line of the arch,
as close to the proposed implant site as possible. At the early stage of edentulous
patient assessment, leaving acrylic dentures in place will allow more accurate
positioning of the patient.
7.2.4 Lateral cephalometric radiography
This may be of some use in the anterior jaw regions because it gives a cross-sectional
image of the mid-line of the maxilla and mandible. The view gives some information
on the trabecular density of the bone and the potential inclination of any proposed
implants in the region concerned; however, it is of very little use elsewhere in
either jaw because right and left sides are superimposed. Care must be taken with
patient positioning in relation to the beam, in order to reduce positioning errors.16
Practitioners without access to a cephalographic facility might wish to consider a
transymphyseal view, which would give comparable information of the mandible
to the lateral cephalometric view.17
7.2.5 Conventional cross-sectional tomography
This technique requires equipment in which there is controlled movement of
the x-ray source and receptor around a fixed patient. There are two main types
available. The first, using modified panoramic equipment, has additional software
to allow cross-sectional images to be produced. This is relatively inexpensive but
can be time-consuming and is a demanding technique for the operator to perform
well; furthermore, variable magnification errors occur, similar to those that can be
produced during panoramic radiography. The second type is a more sophisticated
machine that produces cross-sectional images of known magnification perpendicular
to the line of the dental arches.
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It should be noted that using such equipment for multiple sites may result in a
substantial exposure to radiation.18 When employing tomography, it is recommended
that an imaging stent, containing radiopaque reference markers, is used.
7.2.6 X-ray computed tomography (CT)
CT scanning is an imaging modality that allows the clinician to acquire sectional
detail of the mandible and/or maxilla in a single procedure. A series of axial slices
are captured and processed by computer to construct cross-sectional images of the
jaws, often using dedicated dental software. The images may be made life-size, are
normally accurate within a range of ±1 mm, and can be reformatted to produce
images in other planes. An estimate of bone density in Hounsfield Units (HU) can be
made from CT scans, and sophisticated software may be used to produce interactive
implant planning tools (see Table 7.1 and Table 7.3 overleaf).
It should be noted that identification of the inferior dental canal in the lower molar
region is not always possible on CT sectional images.19 As the radiation exposure
from CT may be considerable, the use of dose reduction techniques and limitation
of the target field is imperative. Due to the high radiation dose, it is not justifiable
to use CT for repeated examinations in implant dentistry.
During CT imaging, metallic objects – such as amalgam restorations – may
cause significant artefacts, which can lead to difficulties in interpretation. While
scanning times are fairly quick, any movement of the patient between successive
axial scans will lead to motion artefacts with possible inaccuracies in shape and
size of the image.
7.2.7 Cone beam computed tomography
The use of cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) has progressed rapidly in the
last few years and offers a much reduced exposure to radiation, the production
of images of similar quality to medical CT and a much lower capital investment
in the purchase of the equipment. For radiation-based sectional imaging, CBCT
is becoming established as the modality of choice. CBCT is established in many
dental practices for implant planning and in combination with stereolithic
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Table 7.3: Recommended x-ray cross–sectional imaging modalities for
implant dentistry
Limited-volume
cone beam CT

Full-volume
cone beam CT

X-ray CT

X (for limited region
of interest)

X (for multiple
regions)

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

X (for limited region
of interest)

X (for multiple
regions)

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

Maxilla – Single tooth
a. Incisive canal

X

b. Shape of

X

maxillary sinus

c. Clinical doubt on

X

shape of alveolar
ridge

Maxilla – Dentate
a. Shape of
maxillary sinus

b. Clinical doubt on
shape of alveolar
ridge

Maxilla – Edentulous
a. Shape of

X

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

X

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

maxillary sinus

b. Clinical doubt on
shape of alveolar
ridge

Mandible – Single tooth
a. Clinical doubt on

X

position of
mandibular
canal or mental
foramen

b. Clinical doubt on

X

shape of alveolar
ridge

Continued...
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Table 7.3 (continued)
Limited-volume
cone beam CT

Full-volume
cone beam CT

X-ray CT

X (for limited region
of interest)

X (for multiple
regions)

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

X (for limited region
of interest)

X (for multiple
regions)

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

Mandible – Dentate
a. Clinical doubt
on position of
mandibular
canal or mental
foramen

b. Clinical doubt on
shape of alveolar
ridge

Mandible – Edentulous
a. Severe resorption

X

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

b. Clinical doubt on

X

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

X

X (for multiple regions
and having no access
to CBCT)

shape of alveolar
ridge

c. Clinical doubt
on position of
mandibular
canal if posterior
implants are to
be placed

surgical guides and prefabricated prostheses in a similar manner to established
medical CT systems.20
As the name suggests, CBCT builds up a three-dimensional image from a
dataset acquired from a cone beam projection.21 Radiation exposure from CBCT
is almost always less than from conventional CT and in some cases may be 2–3 times
the exposure of a panoramic radiograph, but this may vary considerably in different
machines.22 Dental CBCT units are usually smaller than standard CT scanners, and
the jaws are imaged in a single scan rotation. The machines use either an image
intensifier or a flat panel detector for image capture. CBCT images may either be
viewed on the workstation, or be exported to various post-processing software
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packages to allow interactive implant planning. Most manufacturers have an export
function, allowing the data to be sent out to referring dentists with a simple imaging
program.
There are two basic types of CBCT scanners: limited and full-volume CBCT.
Limited-volume CBCT images a small volume (typically a few centimetres in diameter)
which would be of use for single or adjacent implant sites. While many potential
implant sites may be imaged by limited-volume CBCT, the cumulative dose effect
should be appreciated when multiple sites are imaged. For more complex cases,
where multiple implants are being placed in different regions of the mouth, a fullvolume acquisition would be preferable. Many full-volume scanners have the ability
to acquire limited-volume images, reducing their radiation dose further. As fullvolume CBCT images often include the skull base, these scans need to be viewed by a
suitably qualified radiologist to exclude the presence of any unexpected lesions. While
the dimensional accuracy of CBCT is comparable with CT,23 other investigations such
as measurement of bone density in Hounsfield Units are not reproducible24 (see Table
7.1 and 7.3).
As with all radiological examinations, a justification for the exposure must be made
by the operator, and the exposure should be reduced by limiting the field of view
and maximising other exposure-reducing factors, while still producing a diagnostic
image.10,11
Referring dentists should also be aware of their responsibilities to radiation exposure
and full training should be given to staff operating CBCT machines to ensure that they
are capable of initiating dose reduction strategies.
7.2.8 Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
MRI is a sectional tomographic imaging modality that does not use ionising radiation,
but it is not widely used in implant dentistry. Direct cross-sectional views of the
jaws may be made in any plane and with a high degree of accuracy,2, 25 comparable
to those obtained with CT26 (see Table 7.1). The anatomy is best shown using T1weighted sequences. Normal restorative materials are unlikely to produce significant
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artefacts on MRI scans. However, ferromagnetic objects, such as orthodontic brackets
and temporary crown posts, can cause severe distortion. As image acquisition times
may be longer than for other modalities, a good fast spin echo sequence design is
recommended.
7.3 Choice of techniques
An initial radiographic examination of a proposed implant site, using periapical films
or panoramic radiographs, is essential to exclude the presence of any retained root
or other abnormality which might require preliminary surgery or contra-indicate
implant placement. They must be used in the light of each patient’s individual
needs. CT is associated with considerable dose implications that need to be clinically
justified. Cross-sectional tomography will give a lower radiation exposure when used
in single sites, while MRI creates no exposure to ionising radiation. Finally, the choice
of imaging modality may be limited by the availability of facilities and the costs
involved (see Table 7.1).
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8

Imag i n g s t ra t eg y f o r t he
adul t pa t i e n t

8.1 Introduction
Ann Shearer and Andrew Shelley
This section draws on the evidence presented in other sections in formulating
an imaging strategy for the adult patient. For details of the evidence behind these
recommendations, the reader should refer to the appropriate sections.
The prescription of radiographs should always be based on a thorough history and
oral examination. The routine use of x-rays based on a generalised approach rather
than individual prescription is unacceptable.
In order to plan treatment for the adult patient, the practitioner will require
information. In the dentate patient, this may include:
•

Presence of caries.

•

Condition of existing restorations.

•

Alveolar bone levels.

•

Root morphology.

•

Morphology of pulp chamber.

•

Signs of periapical pathology.

•

Position of unerupted teeth or retained roots.

•

Other pathology of the jaws.

Additionally, where dental implants are planned, this may include:
•

Form and quality of the edentulous ridge and underlying bone.

•

Boundaries of relevant anatomical features.
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Notwithstanding, radiographic examination should only be carried out where the
results will potentially affect patient management. Where management is known
in advance to be the same with or without a radiographic examination, such
examination cannot be justified.
8.2 The new adult patient
A flow diagram incorporating radiographic selection criteria, suitable for the adult
new patient, is shown in Figure 8.1. This flow diagram is a guide and clinical
judgement should be used. For example, a patient with few remaining teeth and
severe alveolar bone loss may not need any radiographs in order to plan treatment.
8.2.1 Panoramic radiography
A panoramic view may sometimes be useful in the presence of extensive gross oral
disease and concurrent oral surgical or orthodontic problems. The limitations of the
panoramic view should be taken into consideration, and supplementary intraoral
views may be necessary to show appropriate detail (Section 2.2).
There are other indications for panoramic radiography; for example, in some oral
surgical situations. These are discussed in Section 2.2. Nonetheless, it is stressed that
routine screening with panoramic radiography cannot be justified.
8.2.2 Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
CBCT technology holds promise for the future of dental imaging. The presently available
evidence does not support the routine prescription of CBCT imaging in the diagnosis
of dental caries, periodontal disease or in endodontic therapy. In particular, caution
is required because beam-hardening artefacts on CBCT from metallic restorations will
produce artefactual “caries”. Nevertheless, where CBCT images are already available, care
should be taken to check for dental caries, alveolar bone levels and periapical disease.
The use of CBCT in endodontics is the subject of active research, and there is some
evidence that it has a useful role in diagnosis where conventional radiography fails
to provide adequate diagnostic information (see Section 6.7).
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Figure 8.1

1.

A judgement should be made of the fewest radiographs required to appropriately demonstrate alveolar
bone levels and dental caries. This will be a combination of periapical radiographs, horizontal bitewing
radiographs and vertical bitewing radiographs. For the detection of posterior approximal caries, a
horizontal or vertical bitewing view should be selected because of the optimal geometry offered by
bitewing radiography.

2.

Depending on time since root canal treatment was completed and availability of previous radiographs.
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Where dental implants are planned, CBCT may be appropriate to visualise available
bone volume and adjacent anatomical structures1 (see Section 7).

C

The presently available evidence does not support the routine
prescription of CBCT imaging in the diagnosis of dental caries or
periodontal disease, or in endodontic therapy.

8.3 Specific clinical situations
8.3.1 Extraction of teeth
Where there are existing radiographs, these should be referred to before extraction
of teeth. There is no convincing evidence to support the need for routine radiography
prior to extractions in adults. Nevertheless, in some selected cases, a pre-extraction
radiograph would be judicious.2
These are:
•

A history of previous difficult extractions.

•

A clinical suspicion of unusual anatomy.

•

A medical history placing the patient at special risk if complications were
encountered.

•

Prior to orthodontic extractions.

•

Extraction of teeth or roots that are impacted, buried or likely to have a close
relationship to important anatomical structures.

With the exception of third molars, the appropriate radiograph will normally be
a periapical view.
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There is no convincing evidence to support the need for routine
radiography prior to extractions in adults.

8.3.2 Heavily restored teeth
Apical periodontitis can develop in heavily restored, crowned or endodontically
treated teeth. For example, in a meta-analysis of 28,881 endodontically treated
teeth, Pak et al found that 36% had periapical radiolucencies.3 Similarly, Saunders
and Saunders found that 19% of all non-root-filled, crowned teeth had evidence of
periapical periodontitis.4 Brooks and Cho found a significant association between
the depth of restorations and periapical pathology.5
Apical periodontitis can arise without any symptoms. This raises the question
of which teeth should be radiographed to screen for the presence of periapical
periodontitis and how often. Kirkevang and Wenzel carried out a study of 1199
adults to identify the best predictors to assist the decision whether to take additional
radiographic images to detect apical periodontitis.6 The strongest predictor was the
presence of root fillings. Another important predictor was the presence of three or
more inadequate coronal restorations in the mouth. Nevertheless, apical periodontitis
can also develop in teeth with well-placed restorations.
Until further evidence emerges, it seems prudent, for the new adult patient, to
select periapical views for all teeth which are root-filled, or heavily restored, with
either direct or indirect restorations. Where direct restorations have been placed, the
definition of “heavily restored” must remain a matter of judgement. The frequency
of follow-up radiographs of such teeth will also be a judgement based on clinical
circumstances, signs and symptoms.
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C

It is prudent, for the new adult patient, to select periapical views
for all teeth which are root-filled, or heavily restored, with either
direct or indirect restorations.

8.3.3 Toothwear
There is a concern that aggressive toothwear may overwhelm the reactive processes
of the dental pulp, leading to necrosis and periapical periodontitis. This may suggest
that new adult patients with severe toothwear should be screened using periapical
radiography. Nevertheless, Rees et al found that 99% of teeth with severe toothwear did
not have apical pathology.7 The authors suggest that the slow process of toothwear allows
the defence mechanisms of the pulp to counteract the effects of wear, and they question
the necessity of taking routine radiographs of teeth with wear into dentine. It is therefore
recommended that only those teeth with extreme toothwear are investigated further
with periapical radiography, unless worn teeth fall into one of the other categories in
Figure 8.1 such as presence of symptoms or signs. Periodic follow-up radiographs of teeth
with extreme toothwear are unnecessary except in the presence of signs or symptoms.

C

For the new adult patient, only those teeth with extreme
toothwear should be further investigated with periapical
radiography.

8.3.4 Radiographs for the estimation of endodontic working length
Reliable electronic apex locators have replaced the need for radiographs to determine
working length in many cases. Where there is doubt about the reliability of the
electronic measurement, then a radiograph should be taken with an endodontic file
in place to make an assessment of the working length. A check radiograph of a master
gutta percha point, seated in the root canal, may also be used (Section 6.4).
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Where there is doubt about the reliability of electronic
measurement, then a radiograph should be taken with an
endodontic file in place to make an assessment of the working
length.

8.4 Long-term review and maintenance
8.4.1 Periodontal
The decision to take further radiographs for the purpose of assessing changes in
periodontal support over time should be on a case-by-case basis. Radiographs should
be secondary to the clinical examination and should be taken when they have the
potential to change patient management (see Section 5).
8.4.2 Caries
The prescription of periodic bitewing radiography should be based on a caries risk
assessment. For those adults designated as being at high caries risk, bitewing
radiographs should be taken every six months and, for those at moderate risk,
annually until no new lesions or active lesions are apparent and the patient has
entered another risk category. For those at low risk, bitewing radiographs should be
taken at approximately two-year intervals. More extended radiographic recall intervals
may be employed if there is explicit evidence of continuing low caries risk.
In the absence of clinical indications to re-assess alveolar bone levels, horizontal
rather than vertical bitewing radiographs will be the view of choice.
Consideration should be given to alternative methods of caries diagnosis, such
as fibreoptic transillumination, described in Section 4.5.3. Nevertheless, most are
presently regarded only as adjunctive. Some, such as laser fluorescence, have been
shown to have poor specificity. Until further evidence emerges, these should not
replace radiographic methods.
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8.4.3 Endodontic follow-up radiographs
A radiograph (or radiographs) should be taken immediately following obturation. A oneyear follow-up is recommended to assess healing even for asymptomatic teeth. If there
is incomplete healing, a further annual follow-up is recommended until healing occurs.
Large periapical radiolucencies should be monitored more frequently. Teeth that remain
symptomatic may require additional radiographic review to assess the treatment options
(see Section 6).
8.4.4 Dental implants
The purpose of routine radiography following dental implant placement is to
monitor marginal bone levels and the success of osseointegration. For follow-up
of single dental implants, periapical views should normally be selected. In cases
of multiple dental implants, multiple periapical views or a panoramic view may
be appropriate. A judgement should be made based on the detail required and
the dose implications. Where marginal bone levels of posterior implants are visible
on periodic bitewing radiography, and there are no other concerns, this may reduce
the need for further views.
Radiography immediately after implant placement is only recommended where
there is doubt about the position of the implant in relation to adjacent anatomical
structures, or where there are unexpected complications during surgery which
warrant radiographic examination. In the immediate post-surgical period, a
radiograph may be justified if there are unexpected signs or symptoms.
A baseline radiographic record is required so that this can be compared with
future views. It is recommended that this be taken at the time of completion
of the prosthodontic phase of treatment. Views are recommended after a further
12 months. Radiographs may then be taken at intervals of up to five years.
Additional or more frequent radiographic examination may be required if there
are signs or symptoms, or if there is marginal bone loss in excess of what is expected.
Only in rare cases, where there are signs or symptoms, will a three-dimensional view
will be appropriate (see Section 7).
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9

G o o d P rac t i ce

9.1 Do’s and Don’ts
Ken Eaton and Andy Toy
9.1.1 Do
Before taking a radiograph
In all cases:
•

Complete a thorough history and examination, including the tooth-bearing areas.

•

Seek originals or copies of radiographs taken elsewhere if they are relevant. All
NHS hospitals now store all patient images (including radiographs) in the Picture
Archiving and Communications System (PACS) which enables them to transmit
radiographs electronically to other NHS providers. This source should therefore be
considered.

For caries diagnosis
•

Carry out a thorough clinical examination of clean, dry teeth prior to taking a
radiograph (this may include transillumination, flossing, temporary separation of
the teeth) and classify individual patients by caries risk category (see Appendix 2.)

•

Reassess caries risk status regularly (not only in children but also elderly and
medicated patients; see Appendix 2.)

When taking a film-based radiograph
•

Use the appropriate radiograph for treatment planning.

•

Use F-speed film for intraoral examinations and rare earth screens with spectrally
matched film with an effective speed of 400 for extraoral examinations.

•

If using wet film, consider using double-pack radiographs if referral is likely.

•

Report radiographic findings in patient’s notes.
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When taking a digital radiograph
•

Use the appropriate radiograph for treatment planning.

•

Use rectangular collimation.

•

Use suitable monitors for viewing digital radiographs, under optimum conditions
and after adjustment of brightness and contrast settings.

•

Ensure that phosphor plates or sensors are in good physical condition before use.

For all radiographs
•

Ensure that processing conditions are satisfactory before processing a film.

•

Ensure regular quality assurance in film processing or digital image production
(eg. condition of plates and sensors, performance of sensors and plate readers).

•

Use receptor-positioning and beam-aiming devices for intraoral films.

•

Use an appropriate light box and magnifier for viewing, masking out any
extraneous light.

•

Mount, label and store radiographs appropriately.

•

Follow national recommendations.1

•

Use exposure settings (kV, mA, time) chosen according to the imaging system
used which will deliver acceptable diagnostic quality images with minimum
patient dose.

•

Send relevant existing radiographs when referring patients to colleagues.

9.1.2 Don’t
•

Carry out ‘screening’ radiographs or take radiographs as ‘routine’.

•

Take a new radiograph without examining existing radiographs.

•

Take panoramic radiographs for all patients.

•

Use a single protocol for all patients.

•

Use an inappropriate light source for viewing.
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9.2 Ideas for audit – developing local guidelines
Clinical audit is a statutory requirement1 as well as a useful tool to help you improve
your practice or simply check whether or not all members of the dental team meet
the expected standards. It can be used for almost any procedure and is required as
part of clinical governance for radiographs.
9.2.1 An audit to measure the quality of radiographs compared with NRPB guidelines
(outcome audit)
The NRPB guidance describes three grades of radiograph quality based on the
clinical value of the image. In essence, can one diagnose disease effectively from
the radiograph? They assign the grades as excellent, diagnostically acceptable and
unacceptable (Table 9.1).

Table 9.1: Quality assessment of radiographs
Ratings

Quality criteria

Targets: percentage of
radiographs taken

1

Excellent – no errors of exposure,
positioning or processing

Not less than 70%

2

Diagnostically acceptable – some
errors of exposure, positioning or
processing, but which do not detract
from the diagnostic utility of the
radiograph

Not greater than 20%

3

Unacceptable – errors of exposure,
positioning or processing which
render the radiograph diagnostically
unacceptable

Not greater than 10%

The focus of the audit is simply whether or not the patient is gaining maximum
benefit from the radiation exposure. It is still necessary to record why the radiograph
does not meet the required standard, as before. A sufficient number of radiographs
to provide a representative sample are also required. Again, it is a good idea to record
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who was involved in making the exposure as well as the processing, so that good
and poor performance can be identified.
9.2.2 Setting a standard
Firstly, you need to decide what standard you would like to achieve, along with a target
and exceptions. The standard may be described in terms of an outcome, process or
structure. Outcome means the end result you are looking for (such as: “over 70% of
our radiographs will be grade 1, except in patients with a strong gag reflex”). Process
relates to how you expect the patient to be cared for (such as: “95% of our patients will
have justification, grade and reporting recorded on the computer or handwritten notes
during the visit, except when the server has crashed”). Structure means the equipment
or physical facilities (such as: “all of our x-ray machines should be less than ten years
old, with the exception of the CT scanner at our City premises, which will be replaced
after refurbishment”) (see Table 9.2).

Table 9.2: Summary of outcome, process and structure standards, targets and
exceptions
Outcome

Process

Structure

Standard

Grade 1 – No
errors of patient
preparation,
exposure,
positioning,
processing or
receptor handling

Justification,
grading and
reporting should
be noted in the
computerised
records on the day
of the patient’s visit

X-ray machines
<10yrs old

Target

>70%

>95% of records
have all three
aspects noted

Exception

Patients with a
strong gag reflex

Days when the
practice server is
down
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9.2.3 Involving all team members
Ideally, setting standards is a team effort. This helps to ensure that the whole team
“buy in” to the changes that may be necessary. A preliminary discussion between
team members responsible for these activities also makes everyone aware of the
standards that the practice owners wish to achieve. This is often the most important
aspect of any audit and can spontaneously lead to improvements in practice.
Some aspects of radiography best practice have already been established and can
be found in resources such as the Guidance Notes for Dental Practitioners on the Safe Use
of X-Ray Equipment,2 the Health Protection Agency’s Guidance on the Safe Use of Dental
Cone Beam CT Equipment3 and advice published by the British Dental Association (BDA).
Manufacturers’ instructions can also be useful. Guidelines for good practice can then
be drawn up and displayed in clinical areas as a reminder.
Setting the target for reaching the standard is the next aspect to consider. A 100%
success rate in all aspects of dental radiography is ideal but highly unlikely. A lower
target that will still provide a high standard of image whilst minimising radiation
exposure is more realistic. Public Health England (PHE) has already recommended
target for radiographs of >70% grade 1 and <10% grade 3. This allows for those
difficult patients who gag, have missing teeth, etc. However, when it comes to stock
control, you may feel it reasonable to expect that 100% of your radiographs are
in date and stored correctly. When setting a standard, it is important to make a
reasonable judgement, otherwise the team will not respect the audit process and
are less likely to make the improvements you are looking for.
9.2.4 Gathering data
Most audits in dentistry are of outcome or process. Information needed to compare
performance with standards can either be drawn from clinical records of patients
seen in the past (an audit of retrospective data), or collected from patients from a
given date onward (an audit of prospective data). Using retrospective data relies on
good record-keeping during the period you are auditing. You should also ensure
that the records relate to a time when you were practising in a similar way to your
current practice. Otherwise you will only know how good you were with your old
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technique, and will not learn much about your present technique. An audit of your
x-ray grades of, say, six months ago would be useless if you had changed from filmbased to digital x-rays in the last month.
All types of radiograph taken in a practice, which may include panoramic,
cephalometric and CBCT images, as well as small intraorals, should be audited, even
if the numbers taken are low. Using prospective data allows you to make observations
that may not normally be recorded in the notes. You also need to be aware that you
or your team may have an improved performance because you know you are being
audited (known as the Hawthorne Effect). As audit is used to improve performance,
then it can be argued that the desired effect has been achieved. It is also likely that
team members will want to stick to the standard when they know what it is. The good
thing about prospective audits is that everyone in the team has a good idea of what
standard you want to meet and you know that your data is up to date.
Retrospective data can usually be gathered more quickly than prospective data, where
you have to wait for enough of the right sort of cases to come into the practice.
Collecting data
Data is collected on a data capture form. It is worth taking a little time to think
about this aspect of the process. A well-designed form will enable to you to gather
the right sort of data to compare how you are doing against your standard. It also
needs to collect data to tell you why you are not meeting your standard. If you do
not know why you are failing then you will not be able to improve. So, if you are
getting a high number of grade 2 radiographs, is it because the positioning
is wrong, or is it the processing or storage that is at fault? Having this level of data
will allow you to identify where you need to make your changes and which team
members need to be involved.
A data capture form needs a list of the criteria for the radiograph you are looking at, along
with a comments box to record why it failed to meet your standard. It is also important
to include details such as the names of the operator, processor or filing assistant, if you
want to target your action plan to the individuals who are failing to meet the standard.
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The next stage is to decide how to sample the radiography service in your practice.
If you are performing a prospective audit, then it could be the next 50 bitewings
or periapicals taken by the practice. However, it may be better to look at a sample
of 20 for each operator. It is important to have a sampling protocol that provides
a reasonable amount of data to provide a realistic impression of the practitioner’s
performance. However, it is not a good idea to choose such a large number that
the data will take many months to collect.
In a retrospective audit, the data can be gathered much more quickly, but it has to be
from a period when the procedures and techniques used are the same as those of the
present day. It is also important to realise that audit is not research, and so will never
provide statistically sound results. There is no need to create an audit to provide
data that can stand up to statistical analysis. The purpose of audit is to encourage
an improvement in standards. For this reason, it is better to have a short, sharp
data gathering period where everyone remains engaged in the process, than a
long drawn-out study.
9.2.5 Comparing standards
The next stage of the audit is to look at your current practice and record either what
you are achieving (outcomes), doing (process) or have in place (structure). Then you
can compare yourself against your standard and see if there are any ways you could
improve. If the data capture form has been carefully designed, then a dental care
professional (DCP) can often gather the data very easily. This involves them in the
process and gives them a sense of ownership of any changes required.
Once the data has been collected, then it is compared with the standard set at the
beginning. If you have designed your data capture form carefully, it should be obvious
which aspects of the process and which team members are meeting the standard,
and which are not. Ideally, the results and analysis are presented to the team. Care
must be taken if there is underperformance to report. This is often better provided
in private to the individual, with the results anonymised for the team meeting.
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9.2.6 Formulating an action plan
The formulation of an action plan is the natural progression from the analysis. This
may take the form of extra training (where an operator keeps missing the apex, for
instance), producing a written set of instructions (when the team are not clear exactly
how to label and file correctly), purchasing new equipment (if the developer keeps
breaking down), or a host of other actions. If there are changes required, create
an action plan with detailed steps, a finish date for each step and a named person
responsible for overseeing it.
You will also need to evaluate if the plan has been successful, which is normally best
done by a re-audit. The re-audit date should be set at a time that has allowed all of
the changes to become embedded in the practice. The re-audit should occur very
promptly for issues that are carry a high health and safety risk, or could lead
to a significant loss of service (a high business risk).
If you have achieved your goal, you may consider increasing the target or be content
that you are practising to a very high level. In any event, you will need to set a reaudit date to ensure your practice is maintaining its high level of performance (a
maintenance audit). This is a low-risk scenario, so a maintenance audit can be set
several months or even years in the future.
Details are given here for two different approaches to a radiography audit. The first
is about making good use of the resources in your practice, and ensuring that staff
follow best practice when taking, developing, storing and labelling radiographs (a
process audit). The second makes use of the former National Radiological Protection
Board (NRPB, now part of PHE) guidelines for radiograph quality (an outcome audit).
9.2.7 Audits involving teamwork in dental radiography (process audit)
It is good clinical governance to aim for a consistently high standard of dental
radiographs to ensure that maximum clinical value is obtained from the image,
whilst radiation exposure is kept to a minimum for both patients and staff.
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Much of the focus in dental radiography training is on the correct technique.
However, it is no good taking a superb radiograph with perfect positioning and
exposure if it is processed poorly, mis-labelled or mis-filed. This will mean that the
radiograph will need to be repeated, unnecessarily raising the radiation exposure
for the patient and using up time in the practice. Therefore, the whole team has a
part to play in ensuring that there is a high standard of clinical governance in dental
radiography.
Poor processing and storage could also have medico-legal consequences. Radiographs
must be kept for 11 years or until the patient is 25 years of age, whichever is the
longest (the counsel of perfection would be to retain records indefinitely).
Good radiograph record-keeping also includes appropriate justification, grading
and reporting on the clinical notes.
Understanding the requirement for teamwork in the whole process of clinical
governance for radiographs opens up many opportunities for auditing the quality
of your practice’s radiographs.
Here are some suggestions for some simple audits to help improve the quality
of your radiographs:
•

Stock control of unused radiographs: Is stock out of date? Is it stored correctly?

•

Processing: Were they developed, washed and dried correctly? Is there a
programme for changing the developer fluids before they lose their potency?
Is equipment maintained?

•

Mounting, labelling, and filing: Was it done correctly and in time for the patient’s
next appointment?

•

Record-keeping: Is there a record of the justification for the radiograph? Has the
grade been recorded? Is there a report of the clinical findings?

•

Checking equipment: Visually inspect and record the condition of phosphor
plates or digital sensors and all other parts of the equipment.
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The above four bullet points apply to wet radiographs. The bullet points about
labelling (clear identification) and record-keeping also apply to digital radiographs.
Some practices grade their radiographs as soon as they are processed (usually by
a DCP), providing an ongoing series of data. This can be very useful if the person
grading the radiographs has been trained adequately. However, anecdotal evidence
suggests that the DCP will often give every radiograph a grade of 1, even when they
are of very poor quality. The practice will then appear to have a spectacular level
of performance. Any regulator that discovers an inadequate grading process could
become rightly suspicious that the practice owner is not taking their responsibilities
of clinical governance seriously. This may lead them to delve a little deeper into other
aspects of the practice’s health and safety procedures.
It should also be noted that merely collecting grades without stopping to collate and
analyse the data is not really audit, either. Any good clinical governance system will
do this at regular intervals and have a record of the team meeting and any necessary
action plan.
Quality assessment of cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) examinations
has been addressed by the Health Protection Agency Working Party.3 In view of the
potential radiation dose implications of this technique and the more reliable image
capture, a more stringent performance target has been set. It recommended that
no more than 5% of examinations should be graded as diagnostically unacceptable.
No “excellent” grading was included because the presence of metallic restorations
inevitably leads to artefacts in CBCT. This resulted in a target of not less than 95% of
examinations being rated as diagnostically acceptable. Users of CBCT are strongly
advised to refer to this document for further details.3
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9.3 More audit ideas
An initial audit may highlight areas worth investigating in more detail, or may
show up other problems not considered first time around. The focus of each re-audit
can easily be tailored to meet the needs of the practice at the time. Some areas
to consider are:
•

Darkroom facilities.

•

Radiographic image quality.

•

Routine surveillance of equipment.

•

Record-keeping of routine events and accidents.

•

Daily evaluation of processing equipment using a test object.

•

Weekly checks on the number of radiographs taken.

•

Protection for staff, and monitoring.

•

Weekly checks on radiographic workload.

•

Factors not listed above specific to digital radiographs.

Recommendations have been published2 for assessing quality of radiographs
using a three-point scale (Table 9.1). These lend themselves to audit, and data
analysis is kept simple. A more detailed look at reasons for poor quality could
then be reviewed with re-audit.

Recommended Further Reading
British Dental Association (BDA). BDA Advice – Radiation Protection.
October 2017. Available at www.bda.org (Members Area).
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Other standards and guidance
p u b l i c a t i o n s f r o m t h e FGDP ( U K )
Antimicrobial Prescribing for General Dental Practitioners
Antimicrobial Prescribing for General Dental Practitioners provides guidance on the
prescribing of antimicrobials to adults and children in primary dental care. It gives clear,
simple and practical advice on when to prescribe, what to prescribe, for how long and
at what dosage. An invaluable asset in any dentist’s library, the current edition reflects
changes to recommendations since the previous (2006) update, and includes dosage recommendations
for children for the first time.

• Available in hard copy format, e-book format, and free-of-charge online.
Clinical Examination and Record-Keeping: Good Practice Guidelines
Covering dental records, history-taking, full examination, recall visits, consent,
confidentiality, data protection, referrals, electronic records, special situations and more,
this third edition of Clinical Examination and Record-Keeping has been fully updated
and expanded to reflect technological and regulatory developments, and introduces
a simple ‘ABC’ system for grading its recommendations. The hard copy also includes scenarios to
put the guidance into context, as well as a series of extensive appendices, diagrams, charting notes
and template forms which dental professionals may adopt for use in their practice.

• Available in hard copy format and free-of-charge online.
Dementia-Friendly Dentistry: Good Practice Guidelines
With the number of people living with dementia rising primary care dental teams are
encouraged to consider ways they can improve support and care for this patient group.
Dementia-Friendly Dentistry: Good Practice Guidelines offers clear, evidence-based and practical
information and recommendations categorised using the Faculty’s ‘ABC’ grading system.

• Available in hard copy format (and free-of-charge online from mid-2018).
Standards in Dentistry
Standards in Dentistry brings together all previous standards and guidelines in
oral healthcare, including material published by the FGDP(UK), BDA, GDC, ISO,
and the Department of Health, among others. The comprehensive manual includes
tables of clinical outcomes, based on the FGDP(UK)’s previous publication Self-Assessment Manual
and Standards (SAMS), covering 17 treatment areas in both primary and secondary care dentistry.
This ambitious package is an indispensable compendium for the conscientious oral healthcare
professional in helping to guide personal or practice-based quality assessment.

• Available in hard copy format with accompanying online access for purchasers.

All available at www.fgdp.org.uk
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